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What Little Memories
Are Made Of
Pantanal
The
floodplain

Two
Mitzi.
the memories rush

an immense

is

through parts of Brazil, Bolivia,
and Paraguay. About 80 percent of
the land is deeded to cattle ranchyet remarkably, the area's

ers,

patchwork of meadows and

swamps

still

supports jabirus,

and peccaries. Another

jaguars,

lo-

cal exotic, the giant anteater

(Myrmecophaga

tridactyla),

actually

gets a calorie boost thanks to the

farmed

The

cattle.

anteater pic-

tured here was going from one

cow

patty to the next, foraging lor

ants

beneath the

fertile

Snuffling through

be

a

but

good way
it

droppings.

cow dung may

to get a quick bite,

hardly begins to

show

and for Eric R. Kandel,
She sits on the edge of his child's
bed, touches his face, opens her blouse. Would he like
to touch her? She is the family housekeeper, from the working
class, "an attractive, sensual young woman of about twenty-five."
He is a boy of eight, the second son of a middle-class family living
through the dying days of prewar Vienna, once the intellectual
capital of Europe. A sophisticated culture swirls all around them,
but of course he is much too young to imagine what secrets Mitzi
has in store. "I barely grasped what she was talking about," he
writes, from a vantage sixty-seven years later, "but her attempt at
seduction had its effect on me, and I suddenly felt different than I
ever had before."
Then, less than a year after his encounter with Mitzi: a terrible
day. Soldiers bang on the door. You must leave at once. Hurriedly,
he, his brother, and his mother gather a few bits of clothing and
rush to the home of another family of Jews. His father, Hermann,
is missing. The family, frantic with worry about Hermann, returns
a tew days later to find the house ransacked by the Nazis. But they
syllables across time,

that percolates

oft the

most amazing adapsnout. The lower and up-

Hermann

in.

World

giant anteater 's

are the lucky ones.

tation:

War, and he can prove it. The family is reunited, emigrates from
Austria, and begins a new life in America.

its

per jaws are joined to create a nartubelike mouth with no teeth.
The animal can open its mouth

served

as a soldier in

the First

row

by rotating the lower jaw.
That's gap enough for the anteater 's
sticky, two-foot-long tongue to
dart out and extract some thirty
thousand ants and termites a day.
In most circumstances giant

Memory has always fascinated me," Kandel writes,

anteaters forage alone.

carrying

young on

Mothers

their backs,

papoose-style, are the exception.

The

prospect of catching a pair on

film lured photographer

Theo

to the Pantanal seven times.
finally struck

when

Allots

Allots

Luck

—not

imagining the animals would be active at

midday

a siesta. After

off in pursuit.

—was

in the

midst of

being roused, he raced

As he was getting

this

image, Allofs says he watched

through

his lens as stray ants scur-

up the mother's snout, forcing
her to stop periodically and brush
them out of her eyes.
Erin Espclie

ried

—
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in his intel-

lectual autobiography. In Search of Memory (forthcoming this

slightly

month from

we

WW Norton). With such

vivid recollections of the

any wonder? In "Learning to Find Your Way" (page 32),
draw excerpts from that book, which bears witness not only to

past,

is it

memories of sexual awakenings and

the early days of the Holocaust,

of how such searing moments can be permanently preserved in neural pathways for instant
recall. The study of memory lured Kandel away from a planned
career as a psychoanalyst to the study of basic neurobiology and the
neurophysiology of the brain. Kandel finds his compass in the writings of Freud himself: Psychoanalysis, Freud had insisted, would one
day learn all it could learn about the unconscious by putting patients

but also to the discovery, decades

later,

on the couch. The neurobiologist would explain more completely
what the psychoanalyst could probe only superficially.
Fast-forward through a life of science, highlighted by Kandel's
Nobel Prize— winning discoveries of how long-term memories are
fixed at the cellular and molecular levels. Those biochemical underpinnings in place, Kandel and his students could explore one of
the most intriguing questions at the intersection of philosophy,
physics, and the study of the mind: how do animals
in particular,
how does the human animal represent memories of place?

—

—
— Peter Brown
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Pi

South America's Wetland Jewel (Firefly Books, 2005), accomplish-

Mary Beth

es just that for a rare

ecosystem. His photographs have

BBC

won

awards, including the

Web

site
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Flying Reindeer

Winter
Hunt," 12/05-1/06] provides a solid grounding in
the history and ecology of
place, and transports the
Piers Vitebsky ["A

were foolish enough to
hang on rather than fall
off, they were not likely
be seen again.

Symbiosis and Evolution
The November 2005 issue
to

spicuous omission.

of frozen

and someone
"crunching off" as they
walked away. The article also emphasizes how the author and most readers truly
exist outside the reality of
the Eveny and other subsistea crystals

con-

the articles

Ventura, California

biosis as a

force of evolution, as artic-

Piers Vitebsky replies:

ulated by

Susan Crate

serial

is

right to call

attention to the

its

of the

My

book
impact on the

Soviet Union.
chronicles

fall

personal, political, and spir-

Lynn

Margulis's

endosymbiosis theory.

Margulis makes the

com-

argument that
wholesale combination of

states that the

story of the evolution of

color in the peppered

moth

has "toppled over."

Research has repeatedly

shown

that natural selec-

on the color of
moths and that changes in
tion acts

air quality lead to rapid

evolutionary change.

doubt

What

mecha-

pelling

is

previously separate, free-liv-

lection occurs. Bernard

in

the

is

nism whereby natural

se-

their world.

My only cri-

hypothwas that selection favored moths that matched
their background. As Mr.
Weiner correctly notes,
subsequent study has failed

tique

he didn't bring

to support that

tence-based peoples,

he

flies

then

how

is

that

up

life

result

viet

away

Kettlewell's initial

\

fExacts.

when

esis

and
back into

to teach

easily flies

readers

now

has changed as a
fall

Union and

mecha-

nism, and investigators are

to date with

of the

of the So-

investigating other

hypotheses.

Jonathan Losos

the increas-

ing effects of global climate

Washington University

change on Arctic regions
and their inhabitants.
Susan A. Crate
George Mason University

Saint Louis, Missouri

Fairfax,

I

Jonathan Weiner
replies: Jonathan Losos

nodded solemnly

dramatic example of evolu-

at Piers

line, that

"do-

tion in action.

of separate famiEnvironmental degra-

mesticated" reindeer are

itual lives

"only weakly attached to

lies.

people." As

dation

a

Scandinavian

descendant of those

who

roamed Arctic Finland and
Sweden before 1900, I have

is

a

concern, but the

Eveny are highly adaptive.
Sometimes they joke, "This
is our home. If the climate

collected stories of horrific

gets hot, we'll just stay

accounts about reindeer.

herd camels!"

and

Tzipori's hair-raising sto-

ately clinging to a sledge

ries are

and tumbled

ing

genomes

organism

into a single

for creating
classic

new

example

species.

is

Brenda Johnson

A

the preda-

cell.

Michael Duffin

New Hampshire

Swanzey,

Time

over treacherous tundra).

ter

Even experienced drivers
were routinely bounced out
of the sled and seriously injured or killed. Older chil-

rable than the everyday,

Action"

trouble-free journeys.

dren placed on reindeer

herders take pride in keep-

Weiner does an excellent
job showing that evolutionary change can be rapid
and can be studied as it oc-

ing reindeer cooperative

curs.

rather than recalcitrant.

peat an incorrect conclu-

commonly

fell

victim to

runaway mount.

If

a

they
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much more memo-

seen

as a

and

moth

should be taught in class-

tion.

as a case

When

study of

hard

In

Real

new

data

force scientists to question

the details of a favorite old
hypothesis, they

the occasional disas-

is

evolution.

story of the

rooms

travel,

Domestication

its

both evolution in action,
and also of science in ac-

through the semidarkness

delicate social contract,

The

tion of one bacterium by

heirlooms. As with car

is

driven

tion and incomplete diges-

to the nucleated

precious family

The moth

has evolved before our eyes,

and natural selection has

perhaps the

is

most important mechanism

another, leading ultimately

Most often the experiences
were bone jarring (desperthat catapulted

is

of the peppered moth does remain a
correct: the case

Virginia

Vitebsky s

10

a

None of

mention symmajor driving

Brenda Johnson Tzipori

reader through his descriptions: the tinkling

on evolution makes

when he

sion

even

do

it

if it hurts.

In his article "Evolution in

He

[

1

1

/05], Jonathan

does, however, re-

Flexibility

Is

Enough

One
as a

of the examples cited
classic case of rapid

evolution, in the chart

on

page 50 of Jonathan
Werner's

article,

clarification.

warrants

Our

research

has

shown

shell

that increased

thickening in the

ma-

rine snail Littorina obtusata

A

can be induced by exposure to waterborne risk

cues released by the preda-

Those

tory green crab.

changes are the result ot
what is called phenotypic
plasticity,

and they can
few as

take place in as

ninety days. Rapid evolu-

on planet earth, youVjla plaintiff.
Why? Because our lawyers are working for
you by fighting to protect the air, land, water,
and wildlife from big polluters. Heljjj&nsure
If

you

live

victory at earthjustice.org

or

I

-8Jlfl^584-64607

.

tion via natural selection

need not be invoked

to

explain them.
Geoffrey C. Trussell

Northeastern University

Nah ant, Massac
Ron J. Etter

11

usetts

University of Massachusetts

Boston Massaclu tsetts
,

The Editors

reply:

Geoflrey C. Trussell and

Ron J.

Etter are correct,

but the error was an editorial

one, not Jonathan

work on

Wiener's. Their

marine

snails

is

an evolu-

tion story, but not really a
story of evolution in action. Rather, as they state,
it is a story of the evolution
of phenotypic plasticity.

No

From Antarctica,

Such Animal

In his otherwise outstand-

ing

article,

"On

Darwin's

Shoulders" [11/05],
Douglas J. Futuyma

Greenland
East,

and South

Cruise Line's

Europe, and

to the

Americas, Far

Pacific

- Clipper

fleet of small ships sail to

states

one species of whiptail lizard includes "both
sexual and asexual types of
that

females, yet the asexual

remote waterways and unique destinations that large ships could never reach,

Am

while providing an intimate onboard

ambience

that

can only be achieved

type does not seem to

come

dominate the
population." But no such
to

species exists:

of whiptail

Most

species

lizard include

both males and females.

But

in other species,

females

exist;

only

with a small

number

of guests.

3f.
For a free

your

2006

travel

catalog, contact

agent or

call:

800-964-0500 it

i

they repro-

duce by cloning themselves
from unfertilized eggs.
JTicBMiiiy u[Sni/il/-S/iip MYtt/iinTimrl,

www.clippercruise.com / aha

LETTERS
All the unisexual species

of whiptails evolved

hy-

seemed

more than

to attack

just intelligent design;

modern

form

essay

But

in these

wish to reply

who

pages.

in

specifically to

when you recommend

people do not believe that

Joshua Boyle,
was offended by the
article's tone. I had never

questions, just believe,"

who

reproduce. In certain cases,

God

intended, either in content

high school

one of the

and vice

or tone, to suggest that

Anne

brids

of two

tacked the belief in

ancestral spe-

included both sexes

cies that

and required

fertilization to

resultant hybrid

Many

general.

it

God

religious

precludes evolution,
versa.

me

Educate

females was able to clone

about science and nature,

herself instead of being ster-

but don't patronize

ile,

is

The

mule.

like a

come

out-

often that both an-

and the

cestral species

new

me

for

onize

new

localities,

and colwith

I've

read every single issue of

your magazine for more

One

than twenty years.

the greatest blows to

Charles J. Cole

Gould.

Museum

of Natural

York,

New

Douglas J. Futuyma
correct;

I

J.

Cole

is

should have re-

ferred to the hybrid origin

of the all-female populations of whiptail lizards.
There are other animals,
though, such as the tall
cankerworm moth, in

which asexual female

lin-

eages that have not origi-

nated by hybridization coexist

with sexual forms of

the same species.

me

was

He was my

God.

nonetheless led to

favorite professor in college,
his

My

them

"I don't give

think

a

hell.

laughed

a

single

word. You have justly

Change"

"Disciplined

ial,

troversy" can give students

debate

is

"not for the uninformed,"

minded

and

fairly

that "scientific contro-

to

is

for scientists,"

imply that

I

we

remember

seems

should not

the attitude

among

the asexual species.

Albert C.

P.

Doyle

method"

—

dritt.

I

Neil deGrasse

was disappointed by Neil

deGrasse Tyson's

article,

"The Perimeter of
Ignorance"
a

[1

proponent of intelligent

disagree with

I

strongly

much of it.

But the tone of the

I

am

Tyson

grateful for

the responses (even the
negative ones) to

1/05]. I'm not

design; in fact,

REPLIES:

article
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my

arti-

and I am especially
honored by Albert C. P.
Doyle Jr.'s comparison with
Stephen Jay Gould, who
cle,

practically invented the

explain and review

At
end of this class, they
could announce that the sethe scientific method.
the

He

which

expressed outrage

over the idea that conti-

understand that
entists

many

with their

is

be devoted to

to

is

at

hand,

always subject to

disciplined change.
Peter Starr

way
or moved to

tury position. Since then,

Darts and Laurels

class to

about the matter

to

Albuquerque,

Peter

their mid-twentieth cen-

Boston, Massachusetts

all

disciplines to use their first

what we think we know

have floated

Jr.

would be

mester

—

nents could in any

population growth

better approach

for science teachers in

sor

own biology profesa man devoted to the

such

essay.

A

teachers are un-

indoctrinating them.

of my

"scientific

gripping

call

by proponents of intelligent
design to "teach the conthe impression that closed-

scientific

the theory of continental

a

its

Ignoring the

That

monthly mentor for Natural
History. Gould would have
been proud to have penned

higher potential rate of

particulars.

[10/05] a bit disturbing.

inherited the mantle of

despite the

insist-

tion in schools, if not

Teaching the Controversy
I find Peter Brown's editor-

no one knows why
the sexual species of whiptails persist,

he writes,

is

of con-

troversy of teaching evolu-

point remains, however,
that

a set

aware of the con-

are well

hell."

acknowledge that any disagreement exists concerning theories that have been
approved by scientists.

I

method, not

ferent opinions. Students

science writing I've read in
several years.

widely

grant equal validity to dif-

I

versy

few times, my eyes misted
up at other times, I learned
a fair bit, and I was thoroughly engaged by every

is

ing that science does not

the truth and they

it's

scientific inquiry

clusions,"

Your November
2005 column is the hnest
apology.

Graves

Peter Brown's editorial

a

columns were an

Although I enjoyed Neil
DeGrasse Tyson's columns, I
had vaguely lamented his
promotion to the monthly
replacement for Gould.
Mr. Tyson, I owe you an

the

level.

misunderstood. "Science

Harry!" Truman replied,

tell

not
at

points out that the nature of

Harry S Truman: When
campaign supporter
shouted, "Give 'em hell,

just

unalloyed pleasure.

York

replies: Charles

of

the passing of Stephen Jay

and

History

New

am

I

any controversy

I

scientists believe in

But

raising

of

"Don't ask

say,

Houston, Texas

I

had made it clear
many contemporary

thought

Joshua Boyle

Mesa, Arizona

And

exist.

that

no dependence on their ancestors or on males.
American

does not

those

the famous quote from

Individuals of the all-female
species can disperse

God

I

believing in God.

unisexual clone survive.

12

selves into the position

at-

as

I

New Mexico

Brown

replies: As

perceptive commentators

sci-

have pointed out recently,

scientific

the slogan adopted by the

"union cards" have come

proponents of "intelligent

to support that theory.

design" ("teach the contro-

The moral of the
that

I

story

is

was not harmed by

knowing

that the big guys in

science disagreed over a theory.

I

fear that

you put your-

versy") has

its

genesis in

humanistic, postmodern
academic views. Ironically
the relativism of those

(Continued on page 74)
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How Does the
Greenhouse Grow?

No Ocean

Ain't

"Everyone knows" that plants are helping
to put the brakes on global warming by ab-

Solitary

Wide Enough

new
show that the plant kingdom won't
brake the warming trend quite as hard as

Africa reported massive

everyone has assumed.

locusts {Schistocerca gregaria) flying west

sorbing greenhouse gases. But two
studies

may produce

Astonishingly, plants

much

mosphere each

year.

An

led by Frank Keppler, a

Max

released into the

is

international

geochemist

Germany, placed plants and leaves
rate sealed

free

air.

at-

team

in

sepa-

After a set time they analyzed the

air,

it

when methane

is

produced

of desert

later

alive.

some

of

may

That 1988 exploit

to not only the African desert

rise

lo-

event, according to Nathan

R.

species of the Americas, which includes

grasshoppers, as well as locusts. The
points to a single colonization

DNA

between

three and five million years ago.

The superinsects

that

made the

epic

crossing probably got help from thermal

Once

updrafts.

lofted to 6,000 feet, strong

Lovejoy, a zoologist at the University of

westward winds could have rushed them

Toronto, and several U.S. colleagues. After

along to their

DNA, the team

con-

new home. [Proceedings

the Royal Society

of

B, in press)

—Stephan Reebs

cluded that an ancestral locust from Africa

living

make much more. What's more, both
and dead vegetation do aerobically,

make methane and how
failed to detect the

science previously

process remain mysteries.

Another international team, led by Andrei

contradicting the generally accepted view
that

exhausted but

analyzing Schistocerca

plants
living

days

forms of

and

living plants

dead leaves make methane, though

swarms

(right)

cust, but also to the fifty-odd Schistocerca

the insects turned up on Caribbean islands,

momentous

in

chambers containing methane-

and discovered that both

A few

gave

the coast of

off

have been a rare repeat performance of a

at the

Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics

October 1988, ships

over the Atlantic.

as

as a third of the methane, an important

greenhouse gas, that

In

and swarming

(left)

African desert locust

biologically,

oxygen must be absent. Both how plants

Lapenis, a climatologist at the University at

Albany

in

New

York, investigated a puzzling

discrepancy

in

Russia's boreal forest. Satellite

images indicated
greenery

in

a

dramatic proliferation of

recent decades, which climatolo-

have taken to mean the trees were ab-

gists

sorbing extra carbon dioxide

response to

in

warmer, wetter weather. On-the-ground
veys, however,

Immigration Reform
Who

were the

The ancestors

New World's

ry that

inhabitants?

of present-day Native Ameri-

cans are thought to have
ern Asia, but

first

new

come from

north-

research bolsters the theo-

another group arrived

pologists at the University of Sao Paulo

examined eighty-one

skulls that

and

1 1

of the

The

all

group thought to have been the

first

Americans. The anthropologists compared the
skulls'

a

dimensions with

earlier,

20,000 years

to colonize Australia

of the east Asian contingent

migrated to the

New World

via

the Bering

some 15,000 years ago. North Asians,
forbears of modern aboriginal Americans,
Strait

likely

followed soon
first

after.

colonists

The

is still

batalleri,

an
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colleagues concluded

made

that the Russian trees had

a surprising

They were producing much more foliage

shift.

than before, but only a

trunks than
needles.

As

much

little

longer

in relatively

in

will

branches and

disposable leaves and

a result, Lapenis

though trees

more wood. Trees

expects that

absorb more carbon as the

climate changes, the increase

will

be only

It

seems
up

that the

more we need

trees to

after us, the less obliging they turn

Change Biology
E.

1 1

:2090-102, 2005)

— Samantha Harvey

Rogers

panda's favorite food, bamboo.

survive, but thanks

thumb

"thumbs" are immortal. For Gould, the pan-

and the giant panda.

natural

has

long been held as the driving force behind

the evolution of the

how

the

In fact,

bamboo

panda's dietary fondness for

to the late Stephen Jay Gould, their

But Manuel

J.

in

both the red

Salesa, a paleobiologist at

Museum

selection solves problems by refashioning

the National Natural History

new body parts out of old ones. The panda's
"false" thumb is formed from a highly modi-

Madrid, and

runner, at least

in

handy

tinct relative of

the red panda, Simocyon

fied wrist bone;

it's

a

third as large as expected.

out to be. (Nature 439:187-91, 2006; Global

da's curious extra digit illustrated

ancestor of the red panda

his

unknown.

Thumbs Up

Simocyon

years of forestry

fifty

and

records, Lapenis

clean

—S/on

Only two panda species

sur-

smaller

fate of the

[PNAS 102:18309-14, 2005)

from

much

a

spurt.

After examining

store carbon

ancestors of this

likely split off

members

Americas'

database of

skulls

similar skulls are

lived in east Asia

ago. Sometime

that

— between 7,500
— belonged to members

skulls

,000 years old

people with

Intriguingly,

and Melanesia. The anthropologists theorize

were

unearthed from the Lagoa Santa region of
central Brazil.

skulls of an-

of present-day Australians and Melanesians.

group had

in

the

Americans most closely resemble those

cient

known to have

first.

Walter A. Neves and Mark Hubbe, anthro-

Brazil,

growth
five continents. Their finding:

showed

for holding the

his

in

colleagues have found a fore-

the red panda's case.

An

ex-

Cannibal Canard

tions of that

Three years ago a well-publicized study sug-

elderly Fore

gested that consumption of human flesh might

protective

have been widespread

among

our early ances-

we

tors.

New research

may

not be descended from cannibals, after

shows, however, that

a study of elderly

of the Fore people of

Papua

women had

ritual

practiced

New Guinea. The

kuru that was transmitted by the

many Fore before

killed

banned

in

chil-

cannibalism

the 1950s.) Kuru,

(Kuru

ritual.

was

ease and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease,

is

caused

the so-called prion diseases,

in

the abnormal prion proteins cause brain tissue

encoded by

Prion proteins are

a single

gene

as PRNP, and people with certain varia-

in

some worms, sex

is

a prickly

gene had

people throughout the world, suggesting

that prion disease

ism

—and by extension, cannibal-

—was once common.
Jaume Bertranpetit,
at Pompeu Fabra

both evolutionary biologists

gene

of

1

Barcelona, and their collaborators

in

now beg to

differ.

tions

They examined the

all

the gene's possible varia-

—something the

The team found

earlier

study did not do.

that the disease-resistant

gene

statistically rare

is

to rule out a kuru-haunted past.

Dur-

enough

(Genome

—

Research 16:231-9, 2006)

S.R.

part of the earthworm, Lumbricus

terrestris, includes four so-called
affair.

PRNP

74 people from around the world,

The female

Worm Sperm
For

who

kuru. Surprisingly, the study

variation of the

to degenerate.

known

succumbed to

and considered

by the abnormal development of proteins
called prions;

to have a

never practiced cannibalism. Presumably, most

University

mad cow dis-

like

likely

variation than their kin

But Marta Soldevila and

had escaped a disease called

dren, but they

women were more

gene

turned up the same protective gene variation

women

cannibalism as

resistant to the prion

2003 study showed, the

cannibals without the protective
all.

The evidence that cannibalism was once
rampant came from

gene are

diseases. Indeed, the

thecae, storage tanks for the sperm they re-

Worms

ceive.

worm

inject a

tanks selectively, digesting any unwanted

pierce

substance.

its

The

partner's skin

— but

is

transferred separately.

Koene, a biologist at
sterdam, and

much
of

substance has

role of the

mained mysterious

his

and

it

isn't

re-

sperm, which

Now Joris

therein.

fill

their

may enable them

Am-

colleagues have solved

of the mystery by removing the bristles

observing what

happened when they mated.

izes their eggs.

were

ners

Worms whose

four

sperm

evenly

less

sperm tanks and took

among

override partner choice, and
its

sperm

is

Darwin thought sexual manipulation by
at the

not evolve

fertil-

dividual

however, ex-

in less

weapon to

one sex

to

erted even greater control: they distributed
their partners'

mates.

stored and used.

mating part-

artificially bristle-free,

bristly

maximize a worm's chances that

Because they are promiscuous

creatures, the process

choose which of their partners' sperm

M.

Vrije University in

common earthworms and

sperm

can probably

a

sperm

on the

they would have from normal,

The mystery substance, then, appears to be

sperma-

ing copulation, specialized bristles

Cannibals preparing a feast, 16th century

in

expense of the other would

hermaphrodites, since any

the gains and the pains. But

in fact,

manipulation by hermaphrodites

their

sperm than

fectly

in-

would simultaneously reap both

is

sexual
per-

compatible with evolution by sexual

selection.

Once

a beneficial sex-specific

strategy evolves, any hermaphrodite that

Earthworms, of course,
are hermaphroditic.

has

it

outperforms those that lack

it,

and

the strategy quickly spreads to the entire
population. [Behavioral Ecology and Socio-

—

biology 59:243-9, 2005)

Even hermaphrodites

fight the battle of the sexes.

Mushroom

Scent of a

Organisms that give advance notice to

was discovered

batalleri,

thumb, as

well.

The

digit

recently with a false

would-be attackers about

probably helped the

fenses are no evolutionary paradox: a preda-

carnivorous panda ancestor climb trees; only
later did
ful

the red panda's thumb

for holding

however,

and

its

dently.

is

bamboo. The

1

become

use-

giant panda,

not closely related to

S. batalleri,

tor's attack,
still

harm

even

if

their toxic de-

ultimately thwarted, can

a poisonous organism.

ologist at Carleton University

in

associated with poisonous

species

in

They discovered that although poisonous

mushrooms

aren't generally

more

bi-

Ottawa, On-

have more distinctive odors.

One

tario,

ous mushrooms seem so secretive about

fungivores tend to forage for

their hazards?

night,

still

03:379-82, 2006)

holds.

bam-

(PNAS

—Nick W. Atkinson

and

his colleagues,

do so many poison-

To find the answer, the investigators

colorful

car-

ried out the first formal analysis of the charac-

possible ad-

vantage of warning by scent (and possibly by

Maybe,

for the giant panda, the

mushroom

both North America and Europe.

than their harmless counterparts, they do

So why,

asked Thomas N. Sherratt, an evolutionary

teristics

thumb probably evolved indepen-

boo explanation

S. R.

taste) instead of

when

by coloration might be that

color vision

keen sense of

is

smell. {The

166:767-75,2005)

March 2006

mushrooms

less effective

at

than a

American Naturalist

—N.W.A.
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Love Potion
Musth

is

the annual season of sexual activity

and aggression

in

male elephants. Glands on

the male's face release frontalin, a
that

comes

fact,

the molecule of one

two

in

image of the

pheromone

highly similar forms. In

New

other.

simply the mirror

is

research shows

it's

the ratio of the two forms that matters to
other elephants.

A team
wood

biologists led

of HortResearch

in

by David

Green-

R.

Auckland,

New

Zealand, discovered that adult male Asian ele-

phants secrete nearly equal amounts of the

two forms

of frontalin.

The secretions are

most evenly balanced during the peak of
musth. Juveniles, by contrast, secrete lower
concentrations of both forms than adults do,

and the balance

is

skewed

in

favor of

one

of

the forms.

The

Under the influence of pheromones?
Males and nonovulating females moved

ratios.

away from balanced

mixtures of the

two

frontalin

forms

in

differing

—the equivalent

itching for a fight. Ovulating females

had

sory ecologists, John M. Ratcliffe of Cornell

bat.

Moth

tion

calls,

even

foil

Signal
for

one

moth avoid being eaten by

have done

sounds did

which trigger behaviors
it

escape.

Many moth

in

the moth

calls

—that

it

—

fails

in effect,

jamming

to locate

its

also learn to associate the clicking

of a

moth with an unpalatable

Surprisingly,

will

of a

may

sounds

meal, reducing

clicks

attack under natural conditions.

They observed that moth

its

making

is

its final

decision to

—about a second before reaching
target — a dogbane
moth begins emithalf

tiger

from organs called tymbals, on the

thorax. Although such a delayed defense

makes

for close

calls,

it

usually works:

moths

with intact tymbals were attacked significantly

than were moths whose tymbals

had been disabled by the investigators.

during a bat

Now two

and James H.

affect bat predation, but only dur-

Just as the bat

less often

attack.

though, no one had ever

recorded and studied moth

New York,

just that.

attack

ting clicks

its

A bat

prey.

may

Ithaca,

ing aerial attacks.

may

species

bat attacks by mimicking the

the chances that the bat

familiar twinkle in the night

in

a

bat on the hunt. The resulting cacophony

"radar"

University

—S.R.

Fullard of the University of Toronto in Ontario,

pur-

ears are tuned to hear bat echoloca-

so confuse the bat

The most

Apparently

Jamming the

that help

One

says.

the recipe for elephant romance. [Nature

438:1097-8,2005)

pose: to help the

in

that's

just

re-

ceptive females preferred the most evenly bal-

the opposite reaction: they actively sniffed and

Most moths' ears have evolved

Three Stars

stayed close to the samples. What's more,

anced mixtures, Greenwood

wide berth to a horny male who's

of giving a

biologists presented elephants with

secretions

sen-

(The Journal of Experimental Biology

—N.W.A.

208:4689-98, 2005)

sky has been keeping a secret. The

North

Star,

turns out,

not just the

R.

panion) that were already known. As-

Some

England

tronomers have now caught sight of

Pseudomonas syhngae, the

it

stars (Polaris

number three
Nancy Evans
ian

and

is

a smaller

—though

com-

of the Harvard-Smithson-

Center for Astrophysics

in

leagues needed the

full

Cam-

optical

third star

is

bean crops.
plant,

of

it.

so small, and so "close"

When the

bacteria infect a

in

bean

defense system. Resistant varieties of

bean, however, have

come up

plant pathologists,

with a counter-

Andrew

Pitman of the University of the West of
in Bristol

and John W. Mansfield of
and

Imperial College London,

species that

they release proteins that disable the

plant's

power

the Hubble Space Telescope to see

The

bacteria are masters of deception. Take

causes halo blight, a devastating disease

just barely.

bridge, Massachusetts, and her col-

their colleagues

infected a resistant variety of the

bean Phaseolus

pathogen and analyzed the

genome. They discovered
spond to the

common

vulgaris with the halo-blight

plant's

defenses by jettisoning a

DNA that

measure. They recognize the hostile proteins

portion of their

and respond by releasing antimicrobial com-

one of the proteins

resulting bacterial

that the bacteria re-

in

includes a

gene

for

question. Along with

pounds. That's when the bacteria turn sneaky.

the protein-coding gene go other advanta-

roughly the distance between our Sun

Subsequent generations lose the genes that

geous, though not essential, genes. But a

and the planet Uranus), that

encode the offending

to Polaris (about 2

washed out

in

billion miles,

or

it's all

but

the glare of the main

star.

—S.R.
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proteins.

Once they no

longer trigger the plant's defenses, they steal
in

to launch a ferocious infection. But

when do the

16

Two molecular

Sneaky Genes

two

how and

bacteria unload the genes?

puzzle remains:

Why does the

the genes that betray
plant
1

in

the

first

its

species retain

presence to the

place? (Current Biology

5:2230-5, 2005)

—Graciela Flores
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The

Light Brigade

"More light!" cried the poet Goethe just before he died.
For centuries, every sky watcher has said the same.

By Neil deOrasse Tyson

Astrophysicists

are a proximity-

challenged lot.

star. It's a

aff ection lie

forev-

Clearly, astrophysicists

are, at best,

barely

than eyes to accomplish these

from Earth. They release stupendous energy, are immune to manipulation, and don't grow in a laboratory. For the most part they are accessible only by night. We can't easily visit
them in their natural habitat, and it's not
yet possible to touch them. In our study

its

own, the eye

not a great one
data

no

is

—

a

it

convoworks.

need more

of our

visible

tasks.

On

one degree of a complete,

in the visi-

happenings

in

all

the nonvisible wave-

lengths of light.

36( (-degree

In the dark, the pupil expands to

about

a

quarter-inch across, and so
a fraction

Serious

of

circle.

only

and takes place even

good detector but

able to resolve visual

finer than about one-sixtieth

registers

exists

ble cosmos, let alone the multitudinous

it

of the ubiqui-

help in seeing

at a

distance

arrived just four centuries ago, in

form of a

the

pair

of cookie-size lenses

firmly fixed inside a tube and present-

ed in September 1 608 to Prince Mauof Nassau, Stadholder of the Unit-

rice

of the contents and behavior of the uni-

tous light radiated by celestial bodies.

ed Provinces of the Netherlands, by

we deduce nearly everything
we know from the analysis of light.
Though smitten by the cosmos, astro-

Visible light ranges in wavelength

spectacle

verse,

less

by

than a factor of two, from 400 to

—

physicists

700 nanometers a mere sliver of the
full electromagnetic spectrum. For

brace

comparison, the wavelengths of the en-

have no choice but to emfrom multiple degrees of separation: when we want to know the motions of a star, we examine not the star
itself, not an image of the star, not even
the spectrum derived from the light
recorded in an image of the star, but

18

ed in an image of the

luted consummation, but

of reach and

jects

er out

Most of the ob-

it

tire

a

spectrum range from

cy radio waves),

10,000 billion
help,

March 2006

gamma

rays) to

hun-

dreds of miles (extremely low frequen-

rather the shifts in the patterns in the

NATURAL HISTORY

than half

millionth of a billionth of an inch

(high-frequency

spectrum derived from the

light record-

less

of more than
Without a lot of

a factor

billion.

we'd never detect most of what

a

maker named Hans Lipper-

hey. His tube

was the

first

historically

substantiated, honest-to-goodness tele-

scope, though allusions to earlier ones

abound. Within

half a year Galileo

had

learned of Lipperhey's indispensable in-

strument and had built
his

own

design.

he was gazing

By

at

the

a

better

one of

autumn of 1609

the Sun,

Moon,

plan-

and stars. He was about to show that
Copernicus was right: the planets and
their moons do indeed revolve around
ets,
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RosettaStone
Language Learning

Success

—

And

the Sun, not the Earth.

ment was soon

to

the instru-

be given such names

as perspicillutn (Galileo's

own

choice of

terminology, from the Latin for "seeing

through"), perspective-glasse, spyglass,

and of course

starrie tubus,

telescopium

(from the Greek for "far-seeing").
If

twice the area of a seven-inch pie
(7x7 = 49).) And because the capacity
to resolve detail comes from the width
ot your lens divided by the wavelength
ot light you're measuring, you always
want the bucket to be much, much
wider than the wavelength of light

modern astronomy is

the child of the telescope,

modern

astrophysics

is

the child ot astronomy.

Its

A

midwives were two nineteenth-century technological innovations.

more than a

is little

i

for catching photons.

The

was photography, literally "light drawing,"

first

which yielded

telescope

to

make

And

it's

—

rays that passed

them

to a focus

tube.

The

through

it

and brought

somewhere down

the

objective lens was the cen-

terpiece of every telescope.

It was also
had to be free
of impurities and its surface unmarred;
in addition, the shape of the lens had
to be true to the curvature of a sphere. Glassmakers of the seventeenth century could
meet those specs. But
bucket
getting all the rays of

a

big headache.

best

glass

Its

come

light to

the bucket as wic le as possible.

into focus

the same point was

at

quite another matter.

straight-

Steeply curved lenses

forward evidence of an

can cause the light that

object's existence
ible features.

and vis-

was spectroscopy, which separates light
into its component colors and enables
us to glean scads of information about
its source. Today we astrophysicists carry out observations and analyses with
the aid of telescopes that collect tens
of thousands of times more light than
did Galileo's

first

attempts

In addition, we're

of auxiliary tools

at a spyglass.

armed with dozens

— adaptive

optics,

—

you're observing

you can

afford to

good enough

solve

them

er,

Christiaan Huygens's telescope re-

—not

light,

mental challenge is to collect light from
distant objects, and then ex-

ly

that light as

much

informa-

Huygens had

which could
Its

lenses

bigger

a

more

collect

but also because he had

telescope.

from

image of the
Haifa century lat-

into a clear

solved the shapes into one ring

technology, the astrophysicist's funda-

tion as possible.

of

a

better

were more clever-

shaped and more cleverly positioned

in the tube than the lenses in Galileo's

instruments. But Huygens's discovery
was only the beginning. Subsequent
telescopes with ever-better resolution

Telescopes make it possible for you
to detect things too faint to see
to resolve detail where your eyes
would otherwise fail you. But a telescope is little more than a bucket for
catching photons of light that happen
your way. Whether your goal is detection or resolution, the bigger your

and

bucket, the better off you'll be. For a
circular

bucket the collection area inof the diameter,

creases as the square

and so

if

you

triple the diameter,

you

showed the single, wide ring to be
made up of two, then several, then

many

rings. Ultimately, countless in-

but the problem

better,

"Ringside Seat," by Neil

medium
ty

—from

to

air,

to another
air to glass,

Lens shape and focal length are two
other telescopic features to con-

When

the telescope was an in-

fant invention,

and

visible light

was the

tection ninefold.

(Same math applies
famous pizza equation: a teninch pie (10X 10 = 100) has more than

to snare, the lens closest to the object

to the

the objective lens
all

lenses,

it

from

glass

back in-

even from one kind of lens into

—not only does

another kind of lens
passage

bend the

the light into

its

light,

but

it

component

wavelengths. Trouble

is,

the

also splits

colors, or

each color of

bends at a slightly different angle,
and so it comes into focus at a slightly

light

different point.

When

you're looking

whichever color you focus on
red, green, blue, or anywhere
you see that colelse in the rainbow
or at the center of the object, surrounded by fuzzy rings of each of the
through

a lens,

—

—

is

By

The whole dismal ef-

called chromatic aberration.

the mid-seventeenth century, a

common way to correct for both kinds

deGrasse Tyson, October 2004].

sider.

from one
of different densi-

ray oflight passes at an angle

fect

[see

persists.

more pernicious focusing problem, though. Whenever a
There's an even

remaining colors.

only kind of light people were trying

March 2006

spherical aberration

themselves in images taken by space

increase the buckets capacity for de-
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—

image. Mildly curved lenses are

in the

ternal ringlets of the system revealed

probes

at

different points along the tube, creat-

ing blurnness

it.

to detect a couple

planet's ring system.

telescope,

tract

make

as

but none of his telescopes could re-

just because

dim and

wide

in fact, as

auxiliary shapes in Saturn's vicinity,

computers. But no matter the innova-

no matter the complexity of the

various parts to focus

The telescopes built by Galileo were

digital detectors, spectrometers, super-

tions,

through their

passes

The second

—was convex.

Like

refracted, or bent, the light

of aberration was to add more lenses
to your telescope. The idea was that
the light rays would bend and re-bend,
refract and re-refract, and eventually
come to focus in the same plane. The

had to be positioned in a clever
sequence and at just the right position
along the length of the tube. Some
lenses

(Continued on page 29)
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Mountain range of the Coronado National

Forest,
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BEACHCOMBING
The
relax

INTELLIGENT

GULF COAST OF ALABAMA

is

a place to

WAY TO CRUISE TH E
MEDITERRANEAN.

on white sand beaches with dunes and
or to stay as active as can be.

turquoise waters,

You

can golf on championship courses (the area has 288
holes) in the year-round sunshine or charter a deep- s
sea fishing boat on waters

known

for their

ness.

Saltwater catches include snapper, yellowfin

tuna,

and cobia. At Bon Secour National Wildlife

Refuge (off

and bream

highway 180) catch

state

From

3234

|j
§]

bass, bluegill, |
CD

and flounder; or search

nearby lagoon.

a

Sailings

in the 40-acre freshwater Gator Lake; or 3

cast for trout

Gulf Coast

S

smooth-

The

flora

good place

refuge,

on the beach,

is

is

Try the scenic Pine Beach

through a forest of palmettos,

live oaks,

I

on the

which preserves native

and fauna and

to hike.

for crabs

||

also

Sunsd on

Trail,

fcke

I

which meanders two miles

and Spanish moss, past Gator Lake and

Lagoon, to a spectacular ridge of dunes and a pristine beach. Along the way,
an astounding variety of birds and other wildlife; the refuge
migratory birds. Gulf State Park
water-ski, fish, or take

is

home

to

is

Little

you'll see

a springtime stopover for

Lake Shelby, where you can boat, swim,

an educational guided beach walk along the parks Gulf side.
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•
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Brindisi
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and neo-tropical migrants among some of the world's most

Fora brochure,
or

glorious preserves, forests, and saltwater marshes.
It's a

nature lover's paradise, calling to be explored.

toll-free

I

closer

-866-324-7776

by

the

minute

m
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SIMONS ISLAND,

island off the Georgia coast

a private barrier

accommodates only up

30 people overnight, making

it

the perfect secluded get-

away. Enjoy hiking or horseback riding

beaches or

winding though

trails

live

fishing

bicycling, boating,

on miles of

oaks covered with

on the Georgia
and

All activities

in a rustic historic

and some of the

midway on

refuges,

The Cape

lodge or cottages, and delectable

the

world,

and maritime

forests.

in

70

miles, has

The

islands have the third

some of the

and surfing on the

best fishing

charming accommodations

Outdoors.

Hatteras National Seashore,

stretching over

best

meals are included in the price.

the Atlantic Seaboard offering plenty of oppor-

system

estuary

largest

wildlife

coast.

gear,

OUTER BANKS OF NORTH CAROLINA are a chain of bar-

tunities to explore the Great

Spanish moss; kayaking and canoeing through creeks

and marshes;

The

rier islands

to

east coast.

Jockeys Ridge State Park has the highest

sand dunes, where you can take

a

hang-

Sand becm

gliding lesson, fly a kite, or sand-board.
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1
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painted a
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Cultural
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Wildcat Glades Conservation

mural (on permanent display
log

"Joplin. at thx?

Turn

of the

Museum Complex,

the Joplin

& Audubon Center, and Benton's
800-657-2534 or

in city hall). Call
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for a free Joplin

Fun Guide.

Century
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YOUR OWN
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Little St.

a place unlike
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Island

am

other-10,000 acres on
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Missouri's one-of-a-kind

mineral rich
history.
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soil

7 miles of
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beach - the
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Come dig into our past and

more than 30

guests.

explore our hospitality. We've got
Nature, tours, biking,

fun family attractions, quality shopping

and

a ton (literally 2000) of affordable

hotel rooms. Joplin

on

binding, horseback riding,

is

Historic Route 66

kayaking, and fishing.

conveniently located

and

Great cuisine; gracious

1-44 at the

accommodations; and

Crossroads of America. Call 800-657-2534

the rate

is all-inclusive.

or log on to our website for free
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might have one flat side, and the
amount of curvature on the other side
might vary. Others might be made of
glass of a different density. But despite
all the challenges, some astronomers

and opticians

built

some

impressive re-

refract;

relay light

for his telescope's components,
Newton's solution was simplicity itself:
a large, concave primary mirror collects and reflects the light onto a smaller,

mirrors

reflect.

Both

from one place to anoth-

The

secondary mirror.

tilted

flat,

secondary mirror redirects the

reflect-

The

world's most famous mirror,

is the primary on the beloved
Hubble Space Telescope, fashioned

however,

from an eight-toot-wide,
was to be

glass. It

hyperboloid. Perfectly polished

the mirror were the size of Texas,

it is flat,

the secondary doesn't alter the

biggest

image except to swap left with
The viewer looks at the image

bump would

A

few hours

after the

right.

high.

launch in April 1990, though,

Hubbies
ob-

test

showed

servations

that the

mirror suffered from

seri-

ous spherical aberration.

All al-Hasan ibn

al-Haytham (Alhazen)

Its

•

understood this. Galileo understood this.

Technicians recently cast 40,000 pounds

Descartes understood

of glass for a telescope mirror

this.

its

be half an inch

in the

mathematician

Iraqi

Abu

was: if

it

out the side of the tube; since

The tenth-century

er.

block of

flat

a perfectly polished

light

ed

fracting telescopes.

Lenses

ment

Seventeenth-cen-

to

flat,

yet that deviation was

enough

to

make

taking.

practi-

it

cally useless for

twenty-seven feet in diameter.

tury astronomers quick-

outer edge turned out

be 0.0001 inch too

image-

Happily for us

all,

ly realized that using a

astronauts fixed the prob-

mirror rather than a lens

lem during the

could eliminate chro-

vicing mission to the

matic aberration. Instead

ble, in

of being bent out of shape and refracted
its component colors, light would
bounce off the mirror intact.
Unlike the silver- or aluminumbacked transparent glass mirrors with
which people mercilessly examine

into

—

just

secondary mirror through an eyepiece

They

inserted in the side of the tube, happi-

tive lenses

removed from the path of the light
entering at the front. Although the primary mirror of Newton's telescope was
less than an inch and a half across, and

perfectly

ly

their personal flaws, astronomical mir-

its

be made of an opaque, polished material. In fact, they have to be:

on January
strated

the light rays must be reflected off a

scientific organization

rors can

front surface, not refracted through intervening glass. So the entire back, not

merely the edges, of an astronomical

metal

less

than brilliantly reflective,
1672,

1 1,

Newton demon-

workings for members of the
known (both
then and now) as the Royal Society.
Duly impressed, they awarded him the
rank of Fellow.
its

mirror can be designed to strengthen

Improvements and enlargements followed fast and furious. Nowadays
the most massive, most modern, and
most famous telescopes, regardless of

mous contemporaries.

finished casting 40,000

Farewell, chro-

matic aberration.

Newton made

the wavelengths they gather,

mirrors rather than lenses

mary

mirrors of cop-

per-tin alloy, with a pinch of arsenic to

increase the alloy's reflectivity.
stead of applying his

powdery

And

in-

all

rely

on

as their pri-

light bucket. Just this past

No-

vember, astronomers and technicians
at

the University of Arizona in Tucson

for a
his

December

pounds of glass

mirror twenty-seven feet

ameter. That mirror and five
it

will

surround

on what

will

a

be

in di-

more

like

seventh giant mirror
(at least

for a while)

Hub1993.

gave the telescope a set of correc-

—

—

eyeglasses, if you will

compensated

that

for the error.

Astrophysicists these days aren't content with just a bucket o' photons.

We

analyze the properties of detected
light

—

its

spectra

—because from

its

we can often extract the source's
distance, temperature, chemical com-

spectra

motion through space, rotaand surrounding
magnetic fields. Those are our data.
And, just as the wine lover wants a
position,

tion, polarization,

wineglass to be so thin that

and support the mirror. The size of
any mirror designed on this principle
can far surpass the size of a clear, refracting lens. But how do you look at
the focused light without having your
head get in the way?
Enter Isaac Newton and the reflecting telescope, closely preceded
and followed by a couple of less fa-

first ser-

it is

absent as a boundary between

nearly

lips

and

wine, the astrophysicist wants extrane-

ous influences to be
sible

from the

troduce too

as

absent

as

pos-

data. Sleepy observers in-

many extraneous things in-

to the data stream, particularly if their

drawing what they've seen is
Almost as bad as a sleepy astronomer is the atmosphere's habit of
altering a photon's path to a groundskill

at

variable.

based telescope.

Twentieth-century photography got
faster
by,

and

faster as the

decades rolled

minimizing the problem of record-

And launching

polish-

the world's largest optical telescope:

ing data accurately.

ing abrasive with leather or cloth, he

the Giant Magellan Telescope, sched-

telescopes into space eliminated the

uled to be up and running in northern

problem of atmospheric turbulence.

used pitch
day.

As

—

a

method

still

for the best shape

popular to-

and arrange-

Chile

in

about

a

decade.

(Continued on page 66)
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When the Shark Bites
Teeth that stab or crush
to

By

match

their

meal

Adam Summers

Illustrations

by Emily

S.

Damstra

sharks for Wilga's research

feeding and swimming.

on shark

One

Shark

stead of feeding the sharks their

of squid and fish,
Ramsay tossed in a few small New
England crabs. To his surprise, the
sharks not only eagerly gobbled up
usual soft diet

the unusual fare but also spat out

of shell. Ramsay realized that
the sharks had smashed the crabs instead of swallowing them whole.
In the wild, bamboo sharks have a
pieces

enthusiasts have long

known

day, in-

that sharks have several

all embedded in an
ligament that, like a
conveyor belt, slowly carries the
teeth forward from the back of the
mouth toward the lip. The front-

rows of teeth,
elastic dental

most teeth do the biting and
chewing; the rows toward the back
stay down and out of the way until they reach the front of the
mouth. At the same time, though,

tration above].

teeth are constantly being re-

graspers to

prey

tebrates such as

wear down, they
are carried out of the mouth, and
the next row of younger teeth
moves to the front.

folds

Their teeth seem to reflect their
generalist approach to dinner: they

and ideal for gripping and then, through vigorous
head shaking, tearing prey into
chunks. But sharp teeth seem entirely at odds with the need to crush
are sharp, small,

bamboo

shark

remain erect when they
tear into a fleshy fish
(above).

When

the teeth

down onto

the next

tery into a crushing plate, similar

look remarkably similar to those of
Elegestolepis, one of the oldest

bit to fit

hit

around bone or skip over

The

such

as the

teeth of the

When

the shark chooses a well-armored

meal? With a combination of highspeed video, dissections, and experi-

ments that showed the mobility of
the teeth relative to the jaws,

Ram-

of the problem.

horn shark.

bamboo

shark

known

V

fossil

sharks. Per-

haps, then, the
shark's all-pur-

the

bamboo

in

could delicate points

row

row

to the palate of true hard-prey spe-

ble duty.

avoid taking a beating every time

crushers. If the

usual property: they can wiggle a

able for crushing hard-shelled prey.

say got to the root

lumpy

hard, the upright front

cialists

hit soft flesh, the

How

is

The elasticity of the dental ligament gives shark teeth another un-

something hard, though (above right), they
fold down to form a flat dental plate, suit-

prey.

is

back, turning the entire dental bat-

hard parts of prey. The bamboo
shark takes advantage of this mobility, enabling its teeth to do dou-

Teeth of the white-

spotted

teeth break or

tooth face

smashing open a crab.
if
your own teeth tilting
you bit a walnut shell, but staying
upright on contact with a peach.
The beauty of the system is that
no special controls are needed to
"decide" whether the prey to be
processed is hard or soft. The hardness of the prey itself causes the
teeth to change from pointy

placed: as the older, front-row

of benthic invercrab and shrimp.

flat

of
Imagine
backward

as well as a variety

catholic diet that includes small fish

The

far better suited to the task

shark's teeth

sharp cusps bite

and grasp the prey. A quick
shake of the shark's head can then
rip the prey in half. But when the
shark grabs hard-bodied prey, the
sharp points can't make a dent. So

pose strategy is quite old. But it's
not universal great white sharks
have no trouble cutting through
surfboards with a static set of dentures, and tiger sharks rip through
sea-turtle carapaces like chainsaws
through pine.

—

instead of letting their edges get

dulled on shell, the teeth fold toward the back of the shark's
mouth, exposing the front surfaces

of the teeth to the prey

[see illus-

Adam Summers (asummers@uci.edu)

is

an assistant professor of bioengineerittg ami
ecology
I

and evolutionary

University

of California,
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biology at
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Learning to
Find Your Way
The biochemical pathways underlying
in the brain are giving

By

Eric R.

For

up

memory

their secrets.

Kandel

all

living creatures,

knowledge of the

surrounding environment and their posi-

it is key to behavior and critical
At the simplest level spatial "knowledge" may encompass no more than the ability to
orient toward or away from a stimulus. In complex
organisms, though, the representation of space is a
cognitive process, in which inputs from several
senses
sight, hearing, the sensations of motion
and posture provided by the inner ear and muscle
tension
are bound together. Such binding is a
function of the brain. How is it accomplished?

tion within

to survival.

—
—

The brain represents information about space in
many of its areas and in many different ways. For
some purposes the brain represents space with
NATURAL HISTORY

spatial

March 2006

egocentric coordinates, that is, from the point of
view of the sensing organism. For example, the
brain encodes where a light is relative to the fovea
of the retina, or where an odor or touch comes
from with respect to the body For other kinds of

behavior the brain encodes the organism's position

with respect to the outside world, and the relations

of external objects with respect to one another.

Such position coordinates, which
the world, are

known

are centered

as allocentric

on

coordinates.

The eighteenth-century German philosopher
Emmanuel Kant, one of the
tive

forefathers of cogni-

psychology, argued that the ability to repre-

sent space allocentrically

is

built into the

mind.

People, in Kant's view, were born with principles

—

Benjamin Edwards, The Pusan Experience, 2002

that ordered experience in space and time, and
were prepared to interweave sensations automatically within this framework in specific ways,
whether the sensations were elicited by objects,

pus of laboratory

melodies, or tactile experiences.

where.

John O'Keefe, a cognitive neuUniversity College London, applied

In the early 1970s,
roscientist at
this

Kantian logic about space to explicit

memory

memory

by deliberate, conscious effort. Explicit memory, which concerns such things
as facts and events, people and objects, can be conthat

is

recalled

with implicit memory, such

motor or perceptual skills and conditioned responses, which are
accessed and performed unconsciously. O'Keefe artrasted

gued

that

many forms

This idea

Roman

is

memory are associthat is, we typically

ol explicit

—

ated with spatial coordinates

remember people and

as

events in a spatial context.

not new. In 55

B.C.,

Cicero, the great

statesman and orator, described a Greek

The idea was to
rooms of a house in sequence, associate
words with each room, and then mentally walk
through the rooms in the right order. To this day
some actors and others who must memorize and recall information rely on the technique.
O'Keefe was the first to realize that rats have a
technique for remembering words.
picture the

multisensory representation of extrapersonal space
localized in a part

memory

known

to be involved

storage, called the hippocamO'Keefe probed how individual neuor nerve cells, were activated in the hippocam-

in explicit

pus. In 1971
rons,

of the brain

activated

when

the animals walked around

neurons, he discovered, are

that animal

whereas others

He

rats, as

Some

in an enclosure.

fire

when

called these

down
nal

map. The

one position,
moves else-

it is

cells."

thought that

On
an

as

surroundings, the brain breaks

the territory into

areas, similar to a

rat's

its

to

neurons "place

the basis of those findings,

animal explores

moves

the animal

many

small,

overlapping

mosaic, thereby forming an inter-

map

entrance into a

mal circumstances,

develops within minutes of the

new
it lasts

environment. Under opti-

weeks or even months.

to think about the spatial map
I began
wondering how
formed, how

in 1992,

is mainand how attention might direct its formation and maintenance. I was struck by the finding
of O'Keefe and others that the spatial map of even
a simple locale does not form instantaneously. Instead, it forms over a period of between ten and
fifteen minutes after the rat enters the new environment. The delay suggested that forming a spait

it

is

tained,

tial

map

makes

bility for

sioned

is

learning process, in

a

Thus even though
forming spatial maps

perfect.

may be

map of a

which

practice

the general capathat

Kant envi-

built into the brain, each particular

environment is not.
I began studying spatial
maps, nothing was known about the molecular details of their formation. But we did have a research
advantage. We had spent many years teasing out
specific

When my

colleagues and

March 2006
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—

some

of the biochemical processes

alter their

whereby neurons

responses to stimuli and the connections

between neurons

are

modified

as a result

of an ani-

we already underwhat can make learning possible.

mal's experience. In other words,

stood, in principle,

We

had gained our understanding through the

fortuitous choice of a research subject, the marine
snail Aplysia,

an organism with

neurological organization.

simple

a relatively

brain has only about

Its

20,000 neurons, compared with 100 billion or so
human brain. Moreover, Aplysia neurons are

in the

extremely

large,

some even

eye. In that simple animal,

reflex behavior, in

naked

visible to the

we

delineated

simple

a

which fewer than one hundred

nerve cells take part. The reflex could be modified
by learning and retained in memory for several
weeks. In that way, we were able to pinpoint the
cellular and molecular mechanisms that contribute
to learning and memory.
One of the rewards of any avenue of scientific investigation is that, as specialized and narrow as it

memory may one day help prevent the "normal"
memory loss of aging and perhaps even cure
Alzheimer's disease and other dreaded neurological
conditions associated with learning

Our

studies

ical level

of neurons

made two

disabilities.

on

in Aplysia

a

biochem-

things clear. First, neurons

can adjust their responses to stimuli

the short

in

becoming more sensitized to an important stimulus (such as one that is harmful) or by
becoming habituated to and therefore ignoring
one that is inconsequential. To make short-term adterm, either by

—

justments, the neuron regulates the strength of

connection with other neurons by chemically

its

alter-

ing preexisting proteins and increasing or decreasing
the efficiency of preexisting synaptic connections.

Second, neurons can adjust their responses over
the long term by increasing or decreasing the

number of
construct

To

contact points with other neurons.

new

points of contact, structural proteins

are needed; to assemble the proteins, genes that

serve as the blueprints for

making the

proteins

have to be turned on, or mobilized, in the nucleus

of the neuron.
In the late 1980s, a

A

0

number of investigators made

how long-term poenhancement, of connections between
neurons played a role in spatial memory. At Columbia University, three post-doctoral fellows
Ted
and
Abel, Seth G.N. Grant, and Mark R. Mayford
I created various lines of genetically modified mice
that lacked one or another key protein thought to be
the

first

attempts to understand

tentiation, or

•

—
—

We

involved in long-term potentiation.

on

the animals' performance

stood

then tested

several well-under-

spatial tasks.

we

For example,

placed a

mouse

in the center

a large, white, well-lighted circular platform,

forty mouse-size holes drilled into the

Mice

tration at left].

but the platform
Spatial learning in a

lights,

dom

is

tunnel.

tested on a circular tabletop

When

a

mouse

the animal searches for a hiding place.

until

it

some order
is in

mouse

and one escape

holes

finds the tunnel. In later trials
until

the tunnel

is

set out
early

In

in

rimmed

with

open

the open, under bright

trials,

it

searches at ran-

methodically checks the holes

Finally,

the

mice lacking a protein for strengthening the connections between nerve
a basis for learning

in

mouse learns where the tunnel
room, and makes a beeline for it. A breed of

found.

relation to the walls of the

it

is

cells

—

—never makes the transition to the third strategy.

hate being in light,
is

it

decorated with

When

can lead to broadly useful insights.

Laboratory experiments or

may

seem

no

observations that

a

a different, distinctive

slightly

not by

problems. Although

it

is

too soon to say

how

or

NATURAL HISTORY
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at

cally

more

much

it

random

After repeated

practical application can

when, the accumulating knowledge of the biochemical mechanisms underlying learning and

too high off the floor for

normal mouse

ing the holes

prove helpful or even essential in solving pressing

at first

to have

field

rim [see illusopen spaces,
a

mouse to escape by leaping off its edge or through a
hole. The only escape is through one hole that leads
through a tunnel to an enclosed chamber. The mice
do get a clue about the way out. The platform is
mounted in a small room, each of whose walls is

perimental condition,

may seem,

of

with

trials

it

is first

this

ex-

races about in a panic, visitin

its

search for the

adopts

efficient than

—

marking.

exposed to

a

way

out.

serial strategy

random

searching, but

one hole and methodichecking out each one in order until it finds
starting at

the right one. Neither strategy requires the
to have an internal

map of the environment

mouse
stored

in

mouse

brain. Finally, the

its

learns to recognize

H

Experimental setup

which marked wall is aligned with the target hole,
and then it makes a beeline for that hole. Most mice
soon learn to use that spatial strategy.
In one of our special breeds of mice,

gene

we had

in-

—

encodes a protein protein kihibited a
nase A. The protein is important for long-term
potentiation because it mobilizes genes that, in
that

Positions visited by

mouse

code for the structure proteins required for

turn,

new

building

synaptic connections. Inhibiting the

A

gene compromised the strengthening of
synapses in a pathway in the hippocampus. The
mutant mice never learned to use the markings on
kinase

Mouse introduced

PI

into enclosure

Baseline attention

the wall as a guide to the escape hole; they kept

searching for

it

with the simpler but inefficient

strategies, in trial after trial.

In later

work

—

in collaboration

with the neuro-

Robert U. Muller of the State University
of New York Downstate Medical Center in BrookTed
lyn and his student Alexander Rotenberg
Abel, my student Naveen T. Agnihotri, and I discovered that both protein kinase A and the synthesis of structural proteins are needed for a spatial map
to become "fixed" over the long term
so that, for
instance, a mouse recalls the same map every time it

Day

biologist

—

H Maximum

Day

Day 2

1

5

attention

—

re-enters a particular space.

map

as

merely

comparable to
tation ot space

a

O'Keete regarded

a

cog-

kind of a navigational

tool,

In his initial formulation,
nitive

compass. Such an internal represenwould enable an animal to move effi-

a

ciently in the environment by recognizing directions
and landmarks, but it would not endow the animal
with any long-term memory ot the space. In contrast, our experiments showed that the hippocampus

may

also serve as a

memory

Mouse

store for past responses

in

learns to run over to the goal
order to turn off lights and noise.

—

encountering those landmarks thus enabling a
normal mouse on the platform to appreciate the
value of the spatial landmarks in locating the reward the escape hole. In this sense it endows an
animal with an explicit memory of its space.
in

How attention
of spatial

—

My

colleagues and

were intrigued by the

fact

that, despite certain similarities, people's

ex-

plicit

memory

from

their implicit

guests

I

of space

ways

differs in substantial

memory. For example, hotel
may remember to proceed to the nearest

alarm (implicit memwithout remembering that they must pass fif-

stairwell if they hear the fire

ory),

workers

soon

it

first

counted the doors). Thus,

requires selective attention for

explicit

memory

tends to

fire

encoding and

recall.

Selective attention

is

widely recognized

as

a

only

when the mouse

rate of firing; areas crossed

cell's

his co-

the experimental setup

(a),

mouse to orient itself within the
may fire at random places, but

visits a certain

key (above

left)

part of the enclo-

indicate the

by the mouse where the

cell

yellow. Data are displayed from three recording sessions for

noise and bright lights

it

thirty

in

probed

did not

fire

are

two mice, one

empty enclosure

(b),

the other subjected to

an identical enclosure

(c).

In

simply allowed to explore the

both experiments, the

minutes on day one to become familiar with the en-

then spent three hours

in its

home cage

before being returned to

the enclosure for a thirty-minute recording session.

minutes on day two and day

It

was then retested

for

At a baseline level of attention (b),
the firing pattern has shifted by day two and dispersed by day five. In the
mouse forced to pay maximum attention to its location (c), the neuron fired
thirty

To examine the relation between neural activity and
explicit memory, we decided to study attention.

In

the neuron being monitored

sure. In the diagrams, the colors in the

closure;

sciously

laboratory mice.

Visual cues enable the

enclosure. At

memory

they had con-

stability

probe detects the firing of a "place cell" in the hippocampus of a mouse's brain, while a camera records the
mouse's position as it moves about in the enclosure.

mouse was given

if

in

and

studied by the author and

a

teen rooms before reaching the stairwell (an explicit

they would possess only

contributes to the formation

memory was

only

five.

when the mouse visited a highly localized area
mapping was retained for several days.

of the enclosure. This

precise
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powerful factor in perception, action, and memory in the unity of conscious experience. At
any given moment, animals are inundated with a
vast number of sensory stimuli
far more than
the brain can process. Attention acts as a filter,

which we called ambient
was given some time to run
around in the enclosure, without any distracting
stimuli, and the mouse's position and the firing of
baseline level of attention,

—

—

the cells were recorded simultaneously. In another

some objects for further processing. As
American psychologist William James noted

we engineered things so that as the mouse
walked around in its enclosure, bright lights and loud

selecting

the

in his seminal

book, The

condition,

mouse hates, came on periodirandom. The only way the mouse could
turn them oif was to run to a small "goal region" on
the floor of the enclosure and sit there for a moment.
The region itself was unmarked, but the mouse
could find it by paying attention to the available visounds, which the

Principles of Psychology,

in 1890:

cally

Millions of items ... are present to

my

properly enter into

have no
attend

my senses

experience.

Why?

which never

Because they

me. My experience is what I agree to
Every one knows what attention is. It is the

interest for

to.

.

.

.

taking possession by the mind, in clear and vivid form, of

one out of what seem
jects or trains

and

at

sual cues.

Mice

Kentros and

ob-

several simultaneously possible

of thought.

A mouse

attention.

learn this task very well.
I

determined that even with ambimouse forms a spatial map that

ent attention, the

Serotonin
Serotonin receptor

Hypothesized

intracellular

process

Recessive prionlike protein

|^i Dominant prionlike

/\/\/\

Dormant

/Y/VA

Active

/

protein

mRNA

mRNA

Peptide
Structural protein

Novel biochemical pathway, postulated by the author and
synaptic connection on the tip of a nerve-cell axon. Such

his

colleagues, would maintain a

new growth

new

strengthens the synaptic

communication with another nerve cell and is the basis for the formation of long-term memory.
The process begins (a) as a neurotransmitter, in this case serotonin, binds with a receptor molecule on the surface of the axon, both stimulating the new growth and, through a hypothesized
axon to convert from a recessive to
Dominant prions convert additional recessives to the dominant form (c),
which gives rise to a self-perpetuating chain reaction. When paired, the dominant prionlike proteins help regulate the local synthesis of proteins by binding to and activating messenger RNA
(mRNA) present in the synaptic region (d). By maintaining local protein synthesis, prionlike proteins maintain the new synapses and prevent them from regressing (e). Because the dominant
prionlike proteins are constantly being renewed, the mechanism ensures that the new connection, built as a result of some vital event, is maintained even if it is called upon only infrequently.
intracellular process, triggering prionlike proteins within the

a

dominant shape

Is

(b).

selective attention required to

spatial

map?

and

fellow,

I

form and

retain a

Clifford G. Kentros, a postdoctoral

exposed mice to experimental condiof spatial atten-

tions that required increasing degrees

tion

on preceding page].

[see illustration

probe

in the brain

We

implanted

a

of a mouse that could measure the

individual firing of as

many

as

four place

tracked the animals position in a

test

we
The

enclosure.

on

its

walls for the animal to orient itself and, perhaps, to

form

One
natural insioRY

map.

condition was designed simply to establish
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however, becomes unstable

When

a

mouse

is

a

map,

after three to six hours.

forced to pay a lot of attention to

new

environment, by having to use visual landmarks to learn a spatial task, the spatial map remains
a

stable for days.

cells as

enclosure was circular, with enough visual cues

a spatial

remains stable for an hour or two. Such

a

the
what
the attentional mechanism
Sobrain?
endoes
contribute
the
strong
How
in

is

it

to

coding of information about space and the ready recall of that information after long intervening periods? Michael E. Goldberg and Robert H. Wurtz,

—

both at the National Eye Institute in Bethesda,
Maryland, had already shown that in the visual system, attention enhances the response of neurons to
stimuli. One neural pathway that seemed to play a
key role in paying attention to a stimulus was mediated by the neurotransmitter

—

dopamine

in other

pretty things, metallic things, words, blows, blood."

By

contrast, voluntary attention, such as paying

where

attention to
fice
It

environment,

staff

from the need

arises

members
of

a feature

is

to process stimuli that are

James argued

one neuron to the next along the pathway were
modulated by dopamine. The neurons that make

a conscious process in people; therefore,

dopamine

—

are

clustered in the midbrain;

—send

signals to a

the brain, including the hippocampus.

That suggested an obvious experiment. What
would happen to the spatial map of an animal that
was paying attention to its surroundings if dopamine

was blocked from reaching its hippocampus? My
co-workers and I proved just what we had been led
to expect: Without dopamine, the spatial map in
the mice would not stabilize; the place cells in the
mice would not reliably fire as they did when the
spatial memory was fixed. Conversely, when we activated dopamine receptors in the hippocampus, the
spatial map of an animal became more stable even
when the animal was not paying attention.
In The Principles of Psychology, James pointed out
that there are at least two forms of attention: involuntary and voluntary. Involuntary attention is supported by automatic neural processes, and it is particularly evident in

memory.

to

that voluntary attention

obviously

is

it is

likely

be initiated in the cerebral cortex.

their

main body of
number of sites in

the long projections from the

the nerve cell

of-

memory.

not automatically salient to the nervous system.

words, the signals transmitted across synapses from

axons

new

in a

sit

explicit

molecular
The
conducted

my

colleagues and I have
and mice support James's
contention that both forms of attention exist. In
both voluntary and involuntary attention, the shortterm memory of a salient stimulus is converted to
long-term memory through the activation of genes.
studies

in Aplysia

In both cases, neurological pathways

and chemical

transmitters act as modulators, carrying a signal that

marks the stimulus for

special attention. In response

on and proteins are
produced and sent to all the synapses to strengthen
the connections between neurons.
For example, Aplysia normally withdraws its delito that signal, genes are turned

cate

into

gill

The

its

mantle cavity

if its

siphon

is

touched.

response weakens, through habituation,

if

the

touched repeatedly but weakly. But if the
weak touch is then paired, through conditioning,
siphon

with

a

is

shock to the animal's

tail,

weak touch

the

alone will stimulate a brisk response.

The shock

In classical

causes the neurotransmitter serotonin to be released

conditioning, for instance, animals learn to associate

along the neural pathway that carries out the effec-

two

implicit

stimuli if and only if the conditioned stimulus

salient or surprising.

rings

when food

is

In

is

the textbook case, a bell

presented to a dog. After several

such training cycles, the sound of the bell alone
the conditioned stimulus
to salivate.

—

is

enough

Involuntary attention

property of the external world

and

it

things,

is

is

—of

to get the

activated

dog
by a

the stimulus

captured, according to James, by "strange

moving

things, wild animals, bright things,

tive

motor response

for

withdrawing the

serotonin triggers protein kinase A,

The

gill.

which

turns

on

genes that send structural proteins to the synapses

most relevant
ilarly,

when

for quickly
a

mouse

withdrawing the

gill.

switches off obnoxious lights and sounds,

sume

that

dopamine

is

we

pre-

released along the neural

pathways that represent the mouse's

dopamine then

Sim-

learns the spatial task that

spati.il

triggers the production

map.

The

of protein
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which

kinase A,

But

how do

memory of

"fixes" the

the map.

of the

stimuli lead to the release

What
into

unique about prions

is

two

neurotransmitters along the "right" neural path-

ferent ways.

ways, marking the stimuli for special attention? In

cessive.

implicit

memory

storage, exemplified

by

Aplysia's

increased sensitization through conditioning, the
attentional signal
flexively

—from

rons, activated

by

called

is

the
a

bottom

up involuntarily
up.

The

shock, act directly on the

however, the attentional signal

is

re-

up

called

cells

mem-

that release serotonin. In the mouse's spatial
ory,

—

sensory neu-

that they can fold

One

shape

is dominant, the other reencode prions give rise to
the recessive form. But the recessive form can convert into the dominant form either by chance or as
a result of being exposed to the dominant form.
For example, the recessive prions in an animal can
take on the dominant form if the animal eats food
that contains the dominant form.

The genes

Most

in a

fundamentally different way. Dopamine appears to
be recruited from the top down. The cerebral cor-

is

distinct shapes that function in highly dif-

that

proteins are subject to constant turnover,

degraded and destroyed

in a

few hours. But domi-

nant prions are self-perpetuating, because they can

newly minted

trigger

the dominant form

recessive prions to switch to

as well,

causing

a

chain reac-

Thus their influence is tenacious.
Soon after Si discovered the prionlike

tion.

properties

of ApCPEB, we postulated that in Aplysia's sensory
neurons, serotonin might control the conversion of
ApCPEB from its inactive, nonpropagating, recessive form to its active, propagating, dominant form.
In other words,

the modulatory transmitter re-

quired for converting short-term to long-term

memory acts by creating dominant ApCPEB protein. And that protein apparently maintains newly
grown

synaptic connections over long periods, per-

memory

petuating

storage.

If confirmed, the discovery

which

in

and distance may arise when the brain interprets space on the
and learned expectations. If additional cues are
taken into account, however, the illusion is quickly replaced by a more robust
interpretation. The illusion is part of a temporary exhibit in the Deutches
lllusions of size

basis of simple visual cues

Museum

in

Munich, Germany.

would be the

a physiological signal

—

serotonin

first

case

—may be

critical in converting one prion form to another. It
would be also the first example of a self-propagating
prion form that serves a useful physiological function. In all other cases previously studied, the dominant form either causes disease and death by killing
nerve cells or, more rarely, is inactive.

After that finding in Aplysia, Martin Theis, a
tex activates the cells in the midbrain that release

postdoctoral fellow in

dopamine, and dopamine modulates activity in the
hippocampus. Nevertheless, in learning to attend,
both from the top down and from the bottom up,
the underlying molecular mechanisms are similar.

testing the idea that, in

dopamine

Inlaboratory,

Si,

a postdoctoral fellow in

ApCPEB,

is

present at

sensory neurons of the
it

is

activated

as

—

growth of new synaptic terminals
has

all

modern

the characteristics of a prion.

biology.

They

degenerative diseases, such
cattle

38

natural history

mad cow

and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease
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—

that spatial

maps may be-

an animal's attention triggers the

disease in

in

release

known

cause several neuroas

mouse

term memory. Eventually, then, new drugs might
one day exploit those effects to treat Alzheimer's disease and other disorders of memory.

one end of

Prions are probably the weirdest proteins
to

the

biochemical approach to the stabilization of long-

[see illustration

preceding two pages}. Si discovered that

ApCPEB

in

on

the synapses of the

is

when

CPEB-3

where

novel pro-

gill- withdrawal reflex,

by serotonin and

so far only that

fixed

as

raises the intriguing possibil-

required for the

CPEB. The
all

known

hippocampus. That

come

the

of dopamine in the hippocampus. That
dopamine might then initiate a self-perpetuating
state maintained by the dominant form of CPEB-3.
If that idea proves correct, it would open up a new

discovered that Aplysia carries a novel

form of a protein known
tein,

my

and I began
same way, mouse

laboratory,

much

controls the conversion of another pri-

onlike protein

ity

2004 Kausik

my

people.

Memory: The Emergence

This

article

was adapted from In Search of

of a

New

Science of Mind, by Eric R. Kahdel, which

lished this

month by

by Eric R. Kandel

WW Norton & Company,

Inc.

is

being pub-
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Mountain Wildlife Management Area, home to the
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species of songbirds. While you're there, don't miss the spectacular view from Dan's Rock Overlook. For hikers and anglers,
Rocky Gap State Park is outstanding. The Park's Lake Habeeb
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is
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flocks of
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to
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home
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rel,
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in
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County

variety
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of the top ten birding sites

both history and natural beauty. Dorchester
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mating season

County

Atlantic Flyway, Dorchester

Dorckester County

common

especially during the

driv-

Trail

and

allow visitors to experience a
wildlife.

The

refuges 26,000 acres include rich

tidal

habitats

and

,700 miles of Chesapeake Ba\

marshes, freshwater ponds, mixed ever-

shoreline oiler wetlands, wildlife habitats,

green and deciduous forests, and small

County's

1

rural lands,
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The

refuge

one of the

is

chic!

amounts
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impoundments

National Wildlife Refuge to explore.
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for
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managed
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5,000

usually
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ishing Bay Wildlife Area
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as Maryland's Everglades.
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in
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(details
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Incorporated in 1706, this riverfront town

for hiking, bik-

boasts the second largest collection of

with stunning views

phenomenon,

Rock Nature Center,

two

300th birthday with events throughout

2006
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sunsets,

waterfall,
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local natural
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visit
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2006; below: the County of
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first
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Maryland

down-
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Cheltenham Wetlands Park
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to experience

undisturbed coastal plain bog,
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trail
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with overlooks for viewing

various species of birds, insects, amphibians,
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and

fish.
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Prince George's County
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and nature.
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beaver,
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Robert L. Lippson

through Worcester County

River runs

"Handsome, generously

When

comes

spring

State Forest so

the

to

do the

Pocomoke

birds: the

Acadian

flycatcher, Eastern

cypress swamps,
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teeming with

27 species of mammals, 29 of

brown-

headed nuthatch, the white-eyed

amphibians, and

vireo,

wood pewee,

of course,

Ocean

1

reptiles,

72 species of

City,
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wildlife:
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14

warblers, plus shorebirds pass by in May.

with shops and amusements parks, offers

The Pocomoke

a different kind of natural history.
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— Washington
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gone with the
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a
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and
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Smiths voyage of 1608

John Smith
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read.

generously illustrated," said the Washington

on wild creeks, Schmidt observes swans
t
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Captain John Smith
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a
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Smart Weapons
With an

arsenal of quills

and

chemicals, the porcupine

mounts

one of nature's most robust defenses against predators.
By

Uldis

is

Roze

a clear,

midsummer midnight

in the Catskill

ItMountains of upstate New York, and I'm

try-

ing to capture Loretta, an adult female porcupine. In preparation, I'm
to protect myself
quills.

I

wearing heavy vinyl gloves

from Loretta bristling armor of
up and place her tem's

plan to scoop her

exception of its
limbs and

But there

is

ly possessing

attack you,

make some measurements and observations for my
on the social structure of her species.

emies have to

But Loretta has other
but

quills,

tail.

The

many sharp

plans.

She

strikes

my

glove

thick vinyl stops most of the

points

still

pierce the fabric and

my fingers and palm. My hand feels
pain. Round one goes to Loretta.

dig painfully into
useless

from the

more

to a sense

you may win

being injured

you have

hard with her

and the undersides of its
of security than mere-

an advanced weapon. If your enemies

porarily into a snug, three-gallon picnic cooler, then

research

face, belly,

tail.

in the end, but

in the process.

To avoid

you

risk

still

a fight at

all,

with warnings. Your enthat you possess your weapon,

to deter an attack
realize

and be reminded, in no uncertain terms, that ifyou're
attacked, you will use it. Thus porcupines broadcast
a distinct, pungent warning odor when their quills
are erected. Furthermore, the quills contain a fluorescent material that brightens the quills at night,

when
tors.

the porcupine is most likely to meet predaThose evolutionary adaptations ensure a safe in-

fancy for porcupine offspring and relatively long

life

for the adult

my

—one radio-tagged female

Catskills study area for

twenty-one

lived in

years.

glove with

off the quill-perforated
I strip
and finish the capture barehanded.

I

my teeth,

clap the cool-

er's lid over Loretta to immobilize her dangerous tail
and lower back. Little drops of blood speckle my
hand and fingers. But I have been lucky none of
the quill tips have broken off to travel deeper into
my body. I weigh my prickly friend, note that she
is lactating, and then let her go. She moves oft briskly
to her baby in the woods.
But Loretta has left something of herself behind
a small forest of quills embedded in my rubberized
glove. To use the glove again, I must pull out all the
quills. But when I start pulling, I am struck by how
firmly the quills are anchored in the glove. So instead of just finishing the job with fingers or longnose pliers, I decide to measure how much force is
needed to withdraw each quill.
I have an accurate spring balance, with a maximum capacity of 10.5 ounces. All I have to do is attach an alligator clip to the spring and grip each quill

—

Contact with a porcupine's tail leaves quills embedded in, and
even piercing through, a heavy vinyl glove. Removing a wellrooted quill can take more than ten pounds of force.

Porcupines, for the most part, have a sweet and
trusting disposition that

have

little

comes only

reason to be afraid.

to those

Of course,

who

quills are

the animal's best-known defense. Each quill

is

be-

tween one-half and four inches long, with one-way
barbs for burrowing into the victim's body and an
antibiotic coating to limit the damage if the porcupine quills itself. The quills number in the tens of
thousands and cover every inch of its body, with the
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with the

clip

while

I

give a pull.

I

tally

eighty-four

measure 6.7 ounces of force per quill,
on average, to extract each one of them. In fact, my
quills,

and

I

—

result

in

is

a gross

my glove

ister.

underestimate. Twenty of the quills

take

In a later

more

pull than the balance can reg-

experiment

I

discover the extraction

tension for individual, well-rooted quills can be
twenty-five times higher than
suggests, or in excess

Even

if

my

first

calculation

often pounds apiece!

the extraction force were "only" 6.7

ounces per quill, extracting all eighty-four quills at
once would take a pull of more than thirty-five
pounds. That is well above Loretta's body weight
thirteen pounds
and far more force than she could
conceivably exert on her own, especially considering that porcupines have relatively little muscle com-

—

pared with other mammals.

So

how

did Loretta separate herself from the

Not by pulling her quills out of it. Instead,
shed them from her skin. Does that solve the

glove?

she

paradox?

It

might

moved from

if eighty-four quills

Loretta's skin

—

with

a

could be re-

force roughly

about two and a half ounces
do the obvious experiment. I anesthetize
Loretta and seven other porcupines with a quickacting drug, and measure the withdrawal tension
of a few of the animals' quills. The average quillequal to her weight

per

quill.

I

withdrawal tension

much

for a

little

is

3.2 ounces per quill,

still

too

animal to disengage quickly from

her target. In other words,
glove, she should have

when

Loretta struck

remained stuck

to

it,

March 2006

my
tied

NATURAL

down

by multiple tiny bonds.
was able to break her eighty-

like a bristly Gulliver

The

fact that Loretta

four connections in

a flash suggests

something

is

way around

the problem. Strike the back of an

aroused porcupine with

and penetrable, such

a block of something light
cork or styrofoam, and leave

as

wrong with my

it

tologist at

block from the animal by cutting off the

analysis. David M. Chapman, a hisLakehead University in Thunder Bay,
Ontario, who has studied porcupine skin and quill

follicles microscopically, offers

an alternate explana-

needed to separate a quill follicle from
the skin of the porcupine may drop after the quill
has been driven into an adversary. Consider one of
tion: the force

the quills stuck in

my

rubberized glove.

quill tip struck the glove,

When

the

an equal and opposite re-

active force drove the quill root

deeper into the skin

Then

in place.

quills

embedded

needed

anesthetize the animal, separate the
tips of the
and measure the force
with the cut-off tips out of

in the block,

to pull the quills

the animal's skin.
I

try the

The

technique on

results are clear-cut:

ounces per
animal.

By

a

female I have

it

on

takes,

named Heart.

average, only

quill to pull the six struck quills

.9

1

out of the

ounces per quill to
from the same area on the
porcupine. Experiments with other porcupines confirm that the tension required to extract a quill from a porcupine is reduced by
about 40 percent if the quill is first driven
contrast,

it

takes 3.4

pull six undisturbed quills

into the porcupine's body. That's exactly

what would happen

after a tail slap or

other

violent contact with an antagonist.

Chapman

has photomicrographs that

show enough
trick

is

detail to figure

out

how

the

done. Beneath the surface of the por-

cupine's skin, each quill
spool-like structure

nective tissue

surrounded by

is

a

made up of dense con-

[see illustration

on opposite page]

below the shoulders of the quill shaft, which flare outward
sharply and so prevent the quill from being
driven deep enough into the porcupine to
This "guard spool"

lies just

cause the animal injury.

When
spools

the porcupine

move

is

relaxed, the guard

freely: if you strike the quills

of

an anesthetized porcupine, the spools just
glide in with the impact, and the quills remain

anchored

in the animal as firmly as ever. (That

property guarantees, for instance, that
ing porcupine doesn't lose

its

When

cidentally press against a tree trunk.)

porcupine
of the porcupine.

The inward push was probably

vi-

enough to break some of the attachments between the base of the quill and its surrounding tissues. As a result, less force would have been needed
to separate the quill from the porcupine's body
olent

How
a

to test the hypothesis? Pulling quills

porcupine on the defensive

dangerous business.

Chapman

is

connective tissue in the skin. If
force

its

from
and

difficult

to use a slap of

enemy (dog

its tail

to

at right). To avoid a

full-blown confrontation, the porcupine also emits a highly distinctive

and pungent odor, warning

50
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its

foe to back

off.

is

applied to the

a

strong

quill's shaft, it

its

a

quills

by

taut

downward

drives the quill

root deeper into the porcupine and shears

suggests an elegant

head away from the danger, preparing

thrust sharp-pointed quills into

provoked, however, and

are erect, the guard spools are held in place

Threatened by a predator, a porcupine (above) hunkers down with
its

is

a sleep-

quills if they ac-

it

from the

surrounding

tissue.

The animal can then

the quill and escape

But
injury

its

readily shed

injured adversary.

with predators do carry the risk of
I once examined the
porcupine at the University of Wiscon-

battles

of

skull
sin

a

to the porcupine.

Zoological

Museum in Madison that bore silent

The skull dates from
when wolves and wolverines shared the
porcupine's habitat. The skull was indented on top
witness to

violent encounter.

a

the 1890s,

and partly flattened by the jackhammer impact of
a canine's crunching down. Subsequent healing
shows that the porcupine survived, yet the margin
between life and death must have been thin.
To avoid such battles, the porcupine issues warnings, and its primary warning signal is olfactory As
a porcupine waits for an attack, quills erect, it pours
out a wave of pungent odor to signal that its foe
would do better to back off.
The odor is generated by a patch of skin called the
rosette, on the porcupine's lower back. Specialized
quills growing out of the rosette help broadcast the
smell. Biologists have long noted modified hairs that
disseminate odors in other

mammals:

(anchoring tissue)

Root of a porcupine quill (left) is held erect and tightly in place
by a spool of connective tissue and a contracted piloerector
muscle when the porcupine senses imminent danger. If the
quill strikes another object, it is driven back into the porcupine's body and through the immobilized spool (right), shearing the attachment of the root to surrounding tissue. The quill
can then be readily detached from the porcupine.

black-tailed

of East Africa, several bat spe-

deer, the crested rat

Retinaculum

Before

the instrument can

work

its

magic,

how-

and others. Such hairs are called osmetrichia,
and they differ from ordinary hairs in having increased surface area and in their ability to stand erect

must be captured. A portable air
pump draws the odor through a cartridge that con-

when

the animal

ing

holds

more odorant molecules, and

cies,

is

on

alert.

The

greater surface area

the erectability

helps disseminate the molecules into the

air.

In por-

ever, a smell

is

longer than

it is

on

quills

of the upper

back, and the rosette barbs themselves have the
greater overlap.

of the rosette

Both

effects increase the surface area

odor

quills exit the

by Loretta got

me hooked on how

porcupine, another nighttime en-

counter propelled

me on

the path to identifying the

porcupine's warning odor. Passing under an apple tree
in the dark,

above

me

I

sensed an alarmed porcupine

wave of smell. That warning
penetrating quality somewhat similar to

simply by

smell has a

on a branch

its

the smell of goat or perhaps an exotic cheese.
I

at Queens Colwhether he could help me
the warning-smell molecule. David operates
a gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer
(GC-MS). The gas chromatograph

asked David C. Locke, a chemist

lege in

New

identify

York

City,

sorts a gas

mixture into

its

various

components, according to the rate at
which each component gas leaves the
system.

Then the mass spectrometer helps
component by its molecular mass

identify each

and fragmentation pattern.

is

er

some other odor-absorb-

compound is saturated. The

by heating or adding
and passed through the GC-MS.

released, or "desorbed,"

work capturing

set to

I

until the

in a picnic cooler,

and through
that's

a

porcupine, securing

it

then sucking air through the cool-

a cartridge.

David advised drawing

two hours

to saturate the cartridge,

the air for at least

but

quills.

Just as the swat

compound,

a solvent,

cupines, the barb-covered section of the quills in the
rosette area

or

tains charcoal, silica gel,

much longer than

I

usually keep

my guests.

Besides, this porcupine has other ideas. Alter a quarter

it grows bored with its tight, dark encloand begins chewing the plastic walls of the cool-

hour,

sure

er to get out.

I

hurriedly release the animal, then

pump

air through the damaged cooler,
which reeks ol angry porcupine.
David desorbs the cartridge and runs it through
the GC-MS. Now comes the first reality check.

continue to

What

the printout reveals about the cooler's envi-

ronment

is

not what

is

perceived by the

human

nose. Instead of the smell of angry porcupine, the

GC-MS
The

detects

biggest

a

jumble of thirty compounds.
is naphthalene
the active

—

component

ingredient in mothballs. Belatedly,

I

remember that

back room of the cabin, where
have set
up the cooler and air pump, there is a mothballfilled clothes closet. Another major component is
in the

identified as

I

a

plasticizer

—

released

cupine started demolishing the

when

the por-

plastic lining

of
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The technique will have to be rethought.
At this point, I realize that a good part of the residual porcupine smell is coming from quills scattered
on the bottom of the cooler, not from the cooler
walls. That makes my job a lot simpler. I won't need
to collect odor from a living, thrashing porcupine
freshly pulled quills will do just fine.
David assigns the problem of structure determinathe cooler.

tion to a talented graduate student,
sets

competently to work.

Guang

Li,

of room-air contaminants by

filtering the

incoming

Guang improves the discrimination of the system
compounds in the porcupine odor
can be chemically separated. The active principle of
porcupine warning odor must be lurking somewhere among the eighty-nine peaks of Guang's

me on

catch and
unique odor.)
take turns going off nose duty so that one of us
a Catskill visit to

We

ative electric

charge

is

amount by which neg-

concentrated on one side of

the solvent molecule and positive charge
er.

Guang knows

that solvents

eerie experience, smelling

in a bottle

—one has

extract different

washes

on the oth-

of differing polarity

porcupine

a sense of imprisoned

Then it happens. "Porcupine!"
marks the spot on the

I

components of

a

mixture, so he

through three solvents of increasing

polarity.

cry out, and Guang

The odor

strip chart.

builds,

incredibly strong because the vapors are heated, with

is

olfactory silence.

marked on the

strip chart

one small step
Only
odor against

Then it ends, and
The peak that Guang has
delta-decalactone.

is

is left:

to cross-check the

commercial delta-decalactone.
The small, brown bottle arrives. I unscrew the cap
and sniff. Oh, no, there is a strong smell of coconut,
not the expected porcupine. Something is terribly
wrong with our hypothesis.
In the excitement of assigning a name to the porcupine odor, we had forgotten that delta-decalactone
is the name for two closely related compounds. The
two are optical enantiomers they
differ from each other in the way
two mirror images differ, thanks to
t ie as mmetr i ca
arrangement of
y
wildneSS
other atoms around a carbon atom.
Chemists call one of the pair the R-

—

'

^

enantiomer, the other the S-enantiomer.

The commercial sample

cartridge containing porcupine odor

a

its

can annotate the strip-chart recorder.

there

different way. Solvents such as water or alco-

I

had

sniffed

was

a fifty-

mix of the two enantiomers. If there is to be
any hope for our hypothesis, only one of the two
compounds smells like coconut, the other like porfifty

But Guang has never encountered a porcupine
and doesn't know what one smells like, so he asks
me to smell the three extracts. The first vial is odorless. The second vial has an odor, but it is not porcupine-like. But the third vial, collected with the

precedent for different-smelling enantiomers. Car-

strongest solvent, strikes the nose with a strong por-

vone, for instance, another ten-carbon molecule,

cupine smell.

also exists in

cupine in

a

It is

an eerie experience, smelling por-

bottle

—one

has a sense of imprisoned

wildness, like the unfortunate genie of Arabian folk

On

tales.

chromatography, the third

vial sorts into

components. Two of them are
compounds that can be eliminated at once.

just three principal

common
The

third

is

an unusual

compound

called delta-

decalactone, a ring-shaped molecule with ten car-

bon atoms, two oxygens, and eighteen hydrogens.
To confirm this molecule is the active element of
the warning odor, Guang sets up an elegant experiment.

He sends the contents of an odor cartridge im-

pregnated with porcupine odor through

matograph.

Then he

splits

the usual eighty-nine

One
52

accompanied

smell a porcupine, and so recognizes

the signature of pure porcupine.

hol vary in polarity, or the

an

has

I

until eighty-nine

Guang sets out to trap the porcupine odor in a

It's

—

air.

chroniatogram. But which one?

of por-

valleys

The other part goes to a biological detector
the human nose. Locke, Guang, and all donate our noses for detector duty. (By this time Guang
cupine odor.

who

We eliminate the problem

of peaks and

erates the familiar pattern

chro-

the instrument's output

components

—

two parts.
which gen-

into

part goes to a strip-chart recorder,
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a gas

cupine, and the coconut smell overwhelms the por-

cupine. At least there

own

is

a

well-known chemical

two enantiomeric forms, each with its
R-carvone is the pungent

distinguishing odor:

fragrance of spearmint, whereas S-carvone gives car-

away its characteristic aroma.
So which of the two delta-decalactones has the
smell of porcupine? To answer the question, we need
two things: a specialized gas-chromatography column, known as a chiral column, that can separate
optical enantiomers from each other, and a sample
of authentic R- or S-delta-decalactone. Locke
piques the interest of an arm of Sigma- Aldrich Co.,
a

technology firm

in St. Louis, Missouri, in the proj-

and the company donates three of its Supelco
chiral columns to the laboratory. Guang investigates
chemical databases to find a chemist who has worked
with delta-decalactones, and we finally obtain a tiny
ect,

sample of the S-enantiomer from Thomas Haffner,
a chemist at the Berlin Technical University. The
could

stuff

evaporate, so

all

we

don't dare sniff it.

Now Guang performs the critical experiment. He
runs the commercial mixture of delta-decalactone

through the

column

chiral

utes after the process begins,

area

and, seventy-seven

min-

two peaks emerge

in the

of the readout where delta-decalactone appears,

When Guang

seconds apart.

fifty

spikes the

mercial mixture with the S-enantiomer, the

When

enlarges.

com-

first

peak

he runs only the porcupine sample

through the chiral column, a single delta-decalactone
peak emerges, coinciding with the second peak of the
commercial mixture. The delta-decalactone from the

porcupine

and

therefore R-delta-decalactone.

is

shake hands.

I

What
name

did

The

we

to an

project

is

its

uniqueness.

The porunam-

strong interest in sending an

a

biguous message.
here"

Guang

finished.

learn by assigning a chemical
odor we already recognized? We

learned something about

cupine has

is

A

message that

says

"porcupine

preferable to one that says "perhaps porcu-

pine here, perhaps something

else." If a

predator has

ever had a prior painful encounter with a porcupine, the

unique odor would be more

ger the impulse to

A

chenucal

likely to trig-

retreat.

name

is

also a specific entry into the

of natural odors. Smells make up a
rich natural language for most mammals, playing a
key role in social structure, navigation, and much
else. But people for the most part are insensible to
the variation and meaning of smells, both for our
large dictionary

species

and others. At present, the best tool for learn-

ing the rudiments of such languages

Chemistry

will also help

is

chemistry.

decipher other mysteries

of the porcupine, including the fluorescent characyet another mechanism
teristics of porcupine quills
of warning oft nocturnal predators. That may be a

—

mystery
I

I

leave for another scientist.

can offer

a

To him or to

her,

very good pair of used vinyl gloves.

Chemical detective work identified the molecule responsible for the porcupine's
distinctive

warning odor. The odor was one of eighty-nine

volatile

detected by a gas chromatograph-mass spectrometer (GC-MS)

same mix of eighty-nine chemicals

in

compounds

(a).

Washing the

three increasingly strong solvents led to

(b). The GC-MS showed that
made up of just three major organics, including the compound
delta-decalactone (c). A second run of the raw porcupine mixture of eighty-nine
chemicals through the GC-MS split the output simultaneously between a stripchart recorder and a human nose, confirming that the odor is delta-decalactone

three extracts, one of which smelted of porcupine

the extract was

But a commercial sample of delta-decalactone didn't smell of porcupine (e).
The puzzle was resolved when the investigators realized that commercial delta-decalactone (purple) is made up of two distinct molecules that are mirror images of
each other. Once the two were separated (red, blue), the red component, identified as R-delta-decalactone, passed the smell test (f).

(d).

R-delta-decalactone

S-delta-decalactone
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Our Anthropoid Roots
Those curious primates from Pondaung,
and other leads in the quest for an early ancestor
By Russell

L.

Ciochon and Gregg

F.

Gunnel!

Who

says that scientists can't change their
minds, that science progresses only

when

those

who

cling to

outmoded

views die off? In October 1985, Natural History pub-

about two fossil primates, Amphiand Pondaungia, which were known from
fragmentary specimens discovered in the Pondaung
(or Ponnyadaung) Hills of Burma (now Myanmar).
The author of that article, following in the tracks of
Barnum Brown, the legendary fossil collector from
the American Museum of Natural History, had been
able to study new specimens unearthed by Burmese
paleontologists. On that basis he proposed that the
two genera might represent the missing link between
prosimians, or lower primates, and anthropoids, or
higher primates. That author was one of us
Ciochon and taking into account new evidence, he
now withdraws that conclusion! But those curious
primates are still part of the intriguing story of primate origins, and ultimately, of us.
Living prosimians comprise the lemurs and their
relatives in Madagascar, as well as several small nocturnal forest creatures: the galagos and pottos of
Africa and the lorises of southeastern Asia. Living
anthropoids comprise the New World monkeys,
Old World monkeys, apes, and humans. Tarsiers,
which occur on certain islands in southeastern Asia,
are hard to place
they might be prosimians, but
they could easily be the closest living relative of the
lished an article

pithecus

—

—

—

tarsier aside,

evolution seemed

though, the picture of primate

fairly

straightforward twenty years

ago: Prosimians appeared in the

fossil

record in the

northern continents of both the Old and New
worlds about 55 million years ago, and anthropoids
appeared in Africa around 35 million years ago, presumably having evolved from some prosimian ancestor. Although there was disagreement about

which

fossil

prosimians gave

rise to

the higher pri-

mates, Amphipithecus and Pondaungia looked like

good

54
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and they both shared some traits of
both prosimians and anthropoids.
In the past two decades, however, that overall picture has dramatically changed. The anthropoid lineage now seems to be as old as the prosimian one,
and both may have arisen as long ago as 60 million
years. The birthplace of the anthropoids is also up
for grabs.

Some

thropoids

first

candidates.

March 2006

At the time Ciochon

's

article

was

paleontologists

now

argue that an-

arose in Asia, not Africa. In that view,

their appearance in Africa
sult of

must have been the

re-

subsequent dispersal.

The

rivalry

between Africa and Asia

for the af-

fections of primatologists recalls the debate

over

human

origins in the early twentieth century.

book, The Descent of Man, Darwin surmised that humans evolved in Africa, the native continent of our closest relatives anatomically, the gorillas and chimpanzees. But some specialists, such as
Henry Fairfield Osborn, who was president of the
American Museum from 1908 until 1933, felt sure
that humans first appeared in Asia. Fossils of Homo
erectns (so-called Peking man and Java man) had already been discovered on that continent. The muIn his 1871

seum's famed Central Asiatic Expeditions to

—

Mon-

by the swashbuckling explorer Roy
Chapman Andrews were financed because their
backers expected they would yield the predecessors
golia

led

of Homo

anthropoids.

The

written, they had both been dated to about 40 million years ago,

—

erectns.

Fortunately, the expeditions paid off

handsomely in sensational discoveries of dinosaur
fossils, for no very early human fossils ever came to
light.

The

fossil

evidence for

Aegyptopithecus and

its

human

habitat are depicted

in

origins

an

all

artist's

based on 32-million-year-old fossils. The
same region today is much drier and hotter: it lies in Egypt's
Fayum desert, about sixty miles southwest of Cairo. About
the size of a capuchin monkey, Aegyptopithecus was an
early anthropoid, the primate group whose living representatives are the monkeys, apes, and humans.
reconstruction,

pointed

— and

still

points

—

to Africa,

confirming

Darwin's insight.

Although the
gins
tails.

is

in the

overall case for African

strong, disputes

still

human

ori-

rage around important de-

For example, did the eastern Asian H.

erectus

or

European Neanderthal populations contribute in any
way to the gene pool of Homo sapiens, or were they
dead ends? The questions are not purely of academic interest, as

they potentially play into nationalistic

and racial preconceptions. One would think the birthplace ofour much earlier primate ancestors would not
evoke such distractions. Still, the possible honor of
that distinction was one reason the Burmese government was so supportive of paleontological prospecting in the Pondaung

Hills.

And

try to be, paleontologists are
fossils

as

objective as they

bound

to

hope

that the

they discover, wherever they originate, are the

centerpiece of some evolutionary story. In that con-

Myanmar fossils and

text, the

other candidates for an-

thropoid origins deserve careful evaluation.
Pondaungia was described scientifically in 1927 on
the basis of one specimen, consisting of three jaw frag-

ments, and Ainpliipithccus was described
the basis ofjust
ited nature

blance to anthropoid

one jaw fragment. In

in

spite

1937, on

of the lim-

of the specimens, both bore some resem-

Fayum

fossils that

had been discovered

desert of Egypt. Because the

Burmese

primates appeared to be older than the Egyptian ones,
it

seemed plausible that anthropoids originated in Asia.
Things started to change in 1978. More and better
of both Pondaungia and Amphipithecus began to

fossils

emerge in Burma, thanks to the work of American
and Burmese teams and, later, French and Japanese
teams. At first the new specimens seemed to confirm
the anthropoid status of the
the

title

of Ciochon's 1985

of Burma"). But
appear, that

as

Burmese primates (hence
article, "Fossil

more complete

Ancestors

material began to

view was thrown into doubt.

Today about forty numbered primate specimens
have been catalogued from the Pondaung Hills

of Myanmar

(a

specimen sometimes comprises sev-

eral separate fragments). All told

they represent parts

of approximately twenty-five individual animals.
Among the new discoveries are upper and lower
jaws of a new genus, Myanmarpithecus, which, along
with Pondaungia and Ainpliipithccus, has been placed
in the family Amphipithecidae (the amphipithecids). Siamopithecus, another member of the family,
was recently discovered in southern Thailand. In the
Anthropoids

Prosimians

Fused metopic
suture

Open bone
behind eye

More

bones and teeth enable investigators to distinguish
right) and the other main group of primates, the
prosimians (above). Other features, including DNA, are useful in determinDetails of primate

anthropoids (above

ing the family relationships

among

the living species, but paleontologists

generally must rely on the "hard" evidence retained
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robust,

complex premolars

premolar
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in fossil

remains.

Epoch

Anthropoids

Tarsiers

Prosimians

Millions
of Years

"i

r

Ago

Holocene

0.01

Pleistocene
Pliocene

1.8

i

&

4fs

humans
orangutans
chimpanzees

5.3

and

lemurs

gorillas

galagos,

New

lorises,

and pottos

Old World

World

monkeys

monkeys

Miocene

23

early

North

African

anthropoids

adapoids

Oligocene

(adapids and

omomyids

notharctids)

34

amphipithecids

eosimiids

Eocene

Evidence
mmm Living

55

—

-- ?

forms and

related fossils
Fossils only

~~ Conjectural

Paleocene

66
Primate family tree, based on
amphipithecids,

whose

fossils

living

species and

closely related to the earliest anthropoids.

past three years the
ly all these

Of the

fossils,

have been discovered

The

in

leaves

two of us have examined neartwo

The

for conjecture.

origin of the anthropoids remains obscure.

amphipithecid specimens.

forty specimens,

much room

Southeast Asia, no longer appear to be

are parts

ganization and enlargement of the brain and an increased reliance

What about

of skeletal

bones and another two may be skull fragments; the
rest are teeth and jaws. The two skeletal specimens
are parts of the arm and the foot; in size, shape, and
muscle attachments, both show a close resemblance
to the bones of prosimians.
Some paleontologists have questioned whether the
two skull fragments are those of primates or even
skull bones at all. But if they are, they indicate an an-

—

(a bony cup
and had a pair ofunfused frontal,
or forehead, bones
one on the right and one on the
left side of the face, meeting in the so-called metopic
suture line. In those respects it contrasts with living
anthropoids, which have an enclosed eye socket and
a single frontal bone [see illustration on opposite page].
Those two anthropoid features are part of a suite of

jaws.
ly

The

tall;

much

larger

than the female. At the front of the jaws, the incisors

cisors.

reor-

canine teeth are robust but not particular-

in living anthropoids they often differ in size

according to sex: the male canines are

look

a

The mo-

and bulbous, with thick enamel, not unlike the teeth of those living anthropoids whose diet
is made up primarily of fruits and seeds. The teeth
tend to be crowded together toward the front of the

that protects the eye)

evolutionary changes in the skull that reflect

stereoscopic vision.

lars are flat

imal that lacked an enclosed eye socket

—

on

the amphipithecids' teeth?

like small, flat shovels, similar to

The lower jaws

are relatively

our

own

in-

deep and heavy.

On the basis of similar features in living primates, one
can inter that the four amphipithecids weighed be-

tween three and eighteen pounds and w ere relatively slow-moving animals that lived in trees.
Although the amphipithecids shared only some features in common with living anthropoids, a more important point is how close they seem when compared
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two vaguely resembled modern South American
monkeys; the more advanced group looked much
the

modern Old World monkeys and apes. All of
them were thought to date from a period older than

like

25 million years and perhaps

Thus

years.

the

younger, by

as far

back

as

30 million
to be

Fayum anthropoids appeared

at least

am-

10 million years, than the

which at the time were thought to date
from about 40 million years ago. Both the Burmese
and African finds had deep jaws and large, flat teeth,
and individuals in both groups were relatively large
compared to the prosimians. It was quite plausible to
suggest that the amphipithecids could have been anphipithecids,

cestors of the

Fayum

anthropoids.

As work continued
with other work

in

in the

Fayum, however, along

Morocco and

Algeria, several

happened that led to a much more complete
picture of North African primate evolution. First, adthings

vances in dating technology proved that the primate-

bearing rocks in the

Fayum spanned an

earlier

time

period than previously thought, between 37 million

and 31 million years ago. Second, better specimens
of previously known forms were discovered. And
third, new anthropoids from older rocks in the Fayum
and in Algeria and Morocco were discovered.

Anthropoid

The

earliest

known

anthropoids from Algeria and

the earliest parts of the

Fayum turned out

as,

tives.

They

also

proved to date from between 50

million and 37 million years ago,

old

as

to be as

or even smaller than, their prosimian rela-

small

making them

as

or older than the amphipithecids. Given that

the age of the

Myanmar amphipithecids is now firm-

about 37 million years ago, it is difficult
to imagine how they could have been the ancestors
of older African anthropoids. If that were not evily fixed at

1

5

4

2

0

2

1
i

i

dence enough, the teeth of the amphipithecids have
more in common with those of the later and larger Fayum primates than they do with the teeth of

I

centimeters

Lower ends of three humeri, or upper arm bones (shown
slightly larger
right),

than

life size,

front view at

left,

provide a basis for comparing three

back view

fossil

at

primate

mcgrewi (top), an
adapoid that lived about 45 million years ago in North America; Pondaungia (middle), one of the amphipithecids discovered in 37-million-year-old deposits in Myanmar (formerly
species: the notharctic Smilodectes

known

as Burma);

and Aegyptopithecus zeuxis (bottom), one

of the early north African anthropoids, which dates from

about 32

features highlighted

in

the drawings, suggest that

the amphipithecids were closely related to the adapoids.

with earlier

fossil

anthropoids.

comparison comes from the

Fayum

site in

Egypt,

as

A

more enlightening

fossils

unearthed

well as elsewhere in

at

the

North

where work has progressed in recent years.
two main groups of Fayum anthropoids had been discovered. The more primitive of
Africa,

By
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the 1960s
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It

has also

become

clear that

all

the

African skulls, in contrast with the possible skull

fragments of the amphipithecids, shared the specialized features characteristic

of living anthropoids.

how do the curious amphipithecid primates
Sofrom
the Pondaung
into the primate
Hills

million years ago. Points of comparison, such as the

numbered

the earlier ones.

fit

group as a whole? Are they the lone representatives
of an isolated and long-extinct primate line? Or do
they share features with some other, non-anthropoid
primate group? We favor the second hypothesis.
Nearly all the features of amphipithecids are also
characteristic of a group of lemurlike prosimians that
flourished across all of the northern continents between 55 million and 34 million years ago.
Those latter prosimians, comprising the adapids
and the notharctids, form a group known as adapoids,

They

or adapiforms.

also lack the skull specializations

come

in a wide vamost details, resemble the teeth of amphipithecids. But the greatest
similarities lie in the skeleton. In fact, if you carried
an upper arm bone of Pondaungia to Wyoming and

of anthropoids. Their teeth also
riety of forms, some of which,

laid

it

on

the badlands, the next paleontolo-

a hill in

come along would

gist to

in

readily identify

adapoid. Pondaungia resembles the

adapoids so closely that no one
to find

it

there

Most of

[see illustration

and

would be

became
some from

coastal Texas survived longer.

amphipithecids,

some

which

of

an

surprised

on opposite page}.

the adapoids

million years ago, but

as

it

known Wyoming

extinct before

40

coastal California

The latter,

like the

34
popu-

lived as late as

million years ago, probably represented relict

lations that survived in isolated tropical belts near

coastal areas.

There the cool and dry climate

typical

of the continental interiors had yet to take hold.
amphipithecids were the
The
mates
be recognized from

first

Eocene

pri-

For many
years, in fact, their fossil remains constituted the only evidence in support of a possible Asian ancestry
to

Some

for anthropoids.

scholars

view. In recent years, however, a

mates

known

as

Asia.

still

advocate that

new group of pri-

the eosimiids has replaced the

am-

phipithecids as the leading Asian candidate for the
title

"earliest anthropoid."

animals that have

some

The

eosimiids were small

dental features in

common

Fayum anthropoids. Paleontologists who
champion them as anthropoid ancestors suggest that
with early

the group, like the amphipithecids, arose in Asia and

subsequently dispersed into Africa.

The

difference

is

would have had to begin migratmore than 60 million years ago.

that the eosimiids

ing out of Asia

Such an early dispersal, however, is hard to square
with geographic reality. A wide body of water
known as the Tethys Sea separated Africa from Asia
60 million years ago. An arm of that sea, known as
the Obik Sea, divided Asia from Europe. The prevailing ocean currents would have prevented most
animals from rafting from Asia to Africa or from Asia
to Europe and then on to Africa. There is evidence
of limited migration between Africa and Europe as
early as 60 million years ago, but no sign of an

much

African-Asian interchange.

Not

about 33 million years ago,

there evidence of even

limited migration

There

are

is

until

between Africa and

more problems

eosimiids were the

later,

Asia.

for the hypothesis that

first

anthropoids. Like amphi-

pithecids, eosimiids are

known only from highly
and many features of their

fragmentary specimens,

teeth look decidedly nonanthropoid. Moreover, like

the fossils of the amphipithecids, the

known

fossils

Notharctus venticolus, an adapoid shown here
inhabited what

adapoids
primate

left

is

no

now Wyoming about 50
living

in

an

artist's

million years ago.

reconstruction,

Although the

descendants, they remain part of the broad picture of

origins.

of eosimiids are too young. The earliest known
eosimiid fossils date from 47 million years ago,
whereas African anthropoid fossils from Algeria go
back at least 50 million years. (A 60-million-yearold Moroccan fossil may also be an anthropoid, but
that conclusion is in dispute.) At best, the eosimiids may represent an early, Asian anthropoid lineage
that turned out to be an evolutionary dead end.
In short, the search for the earliest anthropoid an-

cestor

must go on. Whether

lived in Asia or Africa, or

America,
will

is still

a

that elusive creature

even Europe or North

puzzle that future paleontologists

have to solve.
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Mesas near Independence Creek, despite
being separated by canyons, rise to a

Mesa Country

uniform height, revealing the underlying
unity of the

Edwards

Plateau.

three ranches totaling about thirty-

Independence Creek

creates a

seven square miles, which

wetland oasis

now

is

Independence Creek PreWith the permission of its

called the

an arid Texas landscape.

in

serve.

stewards

By Robert

The

H.

Mohlenbrock

more

or,

the Hill Country,

is

formally, the

Ed-

the Stockton Plateau.

few perma-

enty-five-foot-wide pool that con-

Balcones Escarpment bounds the

Mohlenbrock, October 2004].

To

the

carved by relative-

shallow canyons; to the west, the

plateau blends into the

Desert.

The

ern zone

even

is

Chihuahuan

[see

it is

at best

rocky; surface

soil

stream

is

prises sand or clay

Independence Creek,

Some 98

I

Nature Conservancy has acquired

semi-

hyssop, roundleaf seedbox, spiny na-

and two species of pondweed are
and
fronds of southern maidenhair fern
hang gracefully from the limestone rocks. Downstream from
the pool, Independence Creek

ers, known as Texas plume or
Anachaco orchid (Bauhinia luna-

and sheep.

March 2006

facilities

overlooking the pool. Coastal water

with beautiful orchidlike flow-

rioides).

)eep canyons cut into the

NATURAL HISTORY

act as a

emptying into the Pecos.
In one woods along the west
side of the creek is a small tree

known

known

cliffs

flows for fifteen miles before

com-

percent of

western portion, also

Limestone

visible in the crystal-clear water,

the plateau serves as rangeland
for cattle, goats,

a

tributary.

serene backdrop to picnic

Pecos River. Along the creek, the

calcium carbonate or other car-

as caliche.

such

nects to the creek via a short, narrow

iad,

mixed with

bonates, a combination

One

spring feeds a sev-

ninety-mile-long tributary to the

is

usually

plants as bar-

"Two Faces of Texas," by Robert H.

decidedly arid, but

arid. Overall, the terrain

a

creosote bush, and ocotillo

climate in the west-

in the east

The

headquarters.

rel cactus,

is

[see

line Spring, situated at the preserve

nourish wetland flora within just

few yards of such desert

ly

60

A

of Pennsylvania laced with
canyons and flat valleys. The dramatic

size

north, the terrain

the preserve

nent streams, fed by natural springs,

wards Plateau, an elevated plane the

plateau to the east and south.

visit

One-fourth of the flow in Independence Creek comes from Caro-

geographic region

largest

in Texas

you can

contact information on opposite page].

The genus

Bauhinia

almost entirely tropical:
as

Independence Creek

cludes

more than 400

it

is

in-

species,

but Texas plume

Ashe juniper and redberry juniper,

tive to the

along with ocotillo,

is the only one naUnited States.
Most species of Bauhinia have
symmetrical bilobed leaves. The two
lobes may have inspired the eighteenth-century Swedish taxonomist
Carl von Linnaeus, who in 1753
named the genus in honor of a pair
of Swiss botanists, the Bauhin brothers. Although the Bauhins lived
more than a century before Linnaeus, one of
them, Gaspard, was the
first to list plants by giving
them two names according

a cactuslike plant

with long, slender stems. The flat
mesa tops are also dotted with Ashe
juniper and ocotillo, mixed with
beargrass and wheeler sotol.

Other

species appear along the large boulcliffs, and ledges at the edges of
most of the mesa tops.
One moist habitat of interest is a

ders,

small

woods near

the

confluence of Indepen-

dence Creek and the
Pecos River.
nation's

It is

the

westernmost

to a classification system.

stand of plateau live oak,

Thus Gaspard Bauhin was

and the principal nesting
site of the black-capped

the true inventor of the binomial system of nomen-

which

clature,

is

vireo, a bird

generally

eral

credited to Linnaeus.

Wetland

commu-

stream, however, drier plant

The

immediately begin to appear.

between the mesas and
the canyon floors are dominated by
slopes

border birder can add to

the headwater catfish, proserpine

his or

are the tropical parula

zone-tailed hawk.

http://nature.org/texas

Among

and Rio Grande darter, the
two listed by the Texas Parks
and Wildlife Department as threatened species.

shiner,

avid north-of-the-

life list

Independence Creek Preserve
P.O. Box 150
Dryden, TX 78551
432-345-6773

of endangered

list

Other species the

hawk

and

trees abound along and in Independence Creek. Away from the

nities

the fed-

species.
Zone-tailed

plants

on

VISITOR INFORMATION

latter

her

and

the rare

Big Bend blackhead
snake and the Texas horned lizard.
Native fish in the waters include
reptiles are the

Robert H. Mohlenbrock
guished professor emeritus

Southern

Illinois

is

a distin-

of plant biology at

University Carboudale.

Habitats
Streamside Shrubs and small trees
the creek or along

its

in

banks include

black willow, buttonbush, and desert
willow, a

Chihuahuan Desert

plant.

French tamarisk, an invasive species

from Europe, has made some inroads.

Bushy bluestem, a grass with
reddish brown spikelets,
It

is

often grows with tule, a

leaved

cattail.

Another

common.

tall,

narrow-

common

wet-

rabbitfoot polypogon,

land grass

is

named

its soft, hairy,

for

thick,

spikelets. Stands of

flowering

common

reed, an

from the eastern U.S.
seaboard, appear here and there.

which grow three feet high; olney bulrush, a leafless plant with sharply an-

gled three-sided stems; and western
umbrellagrass, with small prickly-looking flowering spikelets.

Among

the wildflowers are such

species of spikerush; one has stems
that

grow so long

down

that they

bend

to the streambed and form

roots at their tips.

Among

the other

sedges are two species of flatsedge,

laurel;

Mexican buckeye, so-called be-

low-growing species as coast brook-

cause

weed, spadeleaf, turkey tangle, water pennywort, and the rare low

buckeyes; and desert myrtlecroton.

its fruits

resemble those of true

The Texas plume

lives in this habitat.

loosestrife. Larger herbs include

Mesa slope Ashe

American germander, giant goldenrod, purple marsh-fleabane, and

redberry juniper grow on most of the

woolly rosemallow.

slopes between the tops of the mesas

and the canyon

invasive species

Wetland sedges include several

Canyon head Small trees grow at the
heads of canyons above the creek.
The dominant species are Ashe juniper
and two kinds of shin oak. Beneath
them grow the shorter Texas mountain

juniper, ocotillo,

floors.

Common

and

asso-

Steep bank This habitat above the

ciates are agarito, Texas silverleaf,

dominated by
small-leaved, gnarly shrubs and trees,
such as honey mesquite, javelina
bush, knifeleaf squawbush, littleleaf

the yuccalike wheeler sotol.

sumac, netleaf hackberry, Texas per-

Buffalograss and tobosa usually pro-

simmon, and wait-a-minute bush.

vide ground cover.

streambed

is

usually

Mesa top Ashe juniper and

and

ocotillo

mix with beargrass and wheeler

sotol.
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BOOKSHELF

By Laurence A. Marschall
as

Aglow in the Dark:
The Revolutionary Science
by

I

like a pilot

'incent Pieribone
F.

Harvard University

homing

source,

of Biofinorescence

and David

he goes. His female counterpart pur-

sues those luminescent strings to their

safely into an airport.

Gruber

What all

2005;

Press,

mon

$24. 95

com-

are proteins closely associated

with

do

albatrosses.

of insects

many

the

Jersey, are

scientific beneficia-

of that pioneering work. New
molecular techniques make it possible
manufacture large batches of light-

emitting proteins in fermentation

vats.

You no longer have

ma-

to decimate

rine populations to discover

new light-

of triggering

emitting molecules. Even more im-

chemicals, luciferins convert chemical

portant, thanks to the genetic revolu-

ciferins.

the dark; neither

New

Brunswick,

ries

to

these creatures have in

light-emitting molecules called lu-

Wombats don't normally glow in
Except for

on her sweetheart

in

following runway lights

New

among

In the presence

energy directly into

without heat-

light

DNA

tion,

sequences that code for

both strange

light-emitting molecules can be at-

and glowworms, creain the air seldom need
to make their own light. Even when it's
cloudy, the Sun, Moon, and stars pro-

and mysterious. Light-producing reactions were first probed in 1887, but only
in the late decades of the twentieth century were they understood as more than

tached to specific genes of virtually any

vide ample illumination for finding

incidental curiosities.

cules that literally flash their presence

a

small assortment

such

as fireflies

tures

on land or

ing, a cold luminosity that

Even

food and signaling companions.
at

—

though

In the ocean,

particularly

depths beyond the reach of sun-

light

— bioluminescence

is

is

the rule.

traces

in luminescent organisms, only
of bioluminescent proteins are

present.
ists

That

scarcity

about their molecular

in the dark
structure.

long kept chem-

Then,

ese biochemist

in

196

1

Osamu Shimomura

collected and dissected
jellyfish

quorea

victoria.

at

the microscopic level, biologists can

pinpoint the

of tumors, observe

sites

the development of degenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's in living crea-

nerve action, and the

tures, trace
all

like,

in cell-level detail.

A

The Rock from Mars:
Two Planets

Detective Story on

macroscopic

to purify a

glow

those genes are expressed.

Thus, by tagging genes with mole-

by Kathy Sawyer

quantity of a protein that he called
aequorin, the

when

only

more than

of the species AeIt took a year for Shi-

9,000

momura

the Japan-

,

creature, giving rise to cells that

Random

House, 2006; $25. 95

bioluminescent sub-

mashed jellyfish.
But with the stuff in hand, he
showed that the jellyfish turned its
light on and off by regulating the
amount of calcium in its cells.
stance from the

S

hiniomura's discovery marked
the beginning of a

boom

in re-

search about light emitted by bioColorless jellyfish (Aequorea victoria) was the

source of the

chemically characterized. The jellyfish

photograph
its

own

is lit

to

show

its

light only in discrete

margin of the

morphology;

it

emits

anglerfish

(Melanocetus johnsoni) dangles a glim-

its

from

prey.

a stalk

on

its

snout to

The luminescent ed-

clam (Pholas dactylus) signals distress by squirting a glowing blue liquid
from its siphon. The male sea firefly
(Cypridina hilgendorfi) rises toward the

ible

surface

when

ready to mate, spitting

out punctuated streams of liquid light
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calcium

levels

made

it

an

probing the

ideal substance for

chemistry of living organisms: inject a

bell.

lure

signal

in this

dots around the

The female humpback
mering
beckon

chemicals. Aequorin's ability to

bioluminescent protein to be

first

little

aequorin into the

cells

of another creature, from a lowly
barnacle to a tool-making baboon, and
given the appropriate level of calcium,
the aequorin would turn on like a pilot light. Experimenters could know at
a glance when calcium was flowing
into a muscle or a nerve.

Vincent Pieribone,

a

neurophysiol-

and David E
Gruber, a doctoral candidate in
oceanography at Rutgers University in
ogist at Yale University,

ALH84001

is

its

name,

a fist-size

lump of rock discovered near

the

Allan Hills in Antarctica back in 1984.

At NASA's Johnson Space Center in
Houston, where the rock was sent for
study, meteoritic experts determined

had been ejected from the surMars during the planet's collision with a small comet or asteroid. After wandering the inner solar system for
about 16 million years, ALH84001 collided with the Earth, landing on the
that

it

face of

Antarctic ice sheet

some 13,000

years

dozen meteorites of similar composition have been discovered
over the years, and investigators agree
that they all originated on Mars.
ago. Several

When it comes to ALH8400 how1

,

Martian citizenship is virtually
the only point of expert agreement. In
the early 1990s David S. McKay, a geochemist at NASA, and a group of colleagues studying the rock became convinced that it held evidence of biologever,

ical activity.

Embedded throughout

ate materials,

its

of carbon-

interior are small globules

along with complex hy-

drocarbons called polycyclic aromatic

hydrocarbons (PAHs). In terrestrial
rocks, carbonates and PAHs are ofthough not always produced
ten
by microorganisms. Even more striking

—

—

"I think,"

more

he told the conference, "a lot
work needs to be done
can have firm confidence that

additional

before we

this report

is

of life on Mars."

having
such

as

a

as

the reader soon learns,

wonderful time. For writers

who like their journeys

Benanav,

primal, places where you can have a gen-

In this expert chronicle of the

some-

—out of

uine adventure nowadays

range

times acrimonious controversy that

of cell phones, soft-drink machines, and

followed, Sawyer provides

caffc macchiatos

a

razor-

sharp portrait of good science at work.

Hers

bled Precambrian microfossils that had

of conscientious invesusing
state-of-the-art techtigators
niques on a problem with no simple
resolution, unlike the comedy of er-

previously been reported in terrestrial

rors over cold fusion in the 1980s. In-

was another internal feature of the rock:
wormlike tubules, one-hundredth the
width of a human hair, which resem-

The answer is,

a story

is

—

are almost impossible to

But the road from Timbuktu
Taoudenni is certainly one of them.
find.

to

Camel caravans regularly travel the
making the round-trip in about

route,

Study of Martian Meteorites"; three
months later the paper was accepted

rocks.

August news conference, the "addi-

month. Taoudenni, Mali, situated
deep in the Sahara Desert, is as barren
as the surface of Mars. Even after traveling for days through the Tanezrouft,
a part of the desert known to the local
Tuareg tribesmen as "The Land of
Thirst," Benanav is floored by the absolute desolation of its only inhabited
location. "[Taoudenni] is situated on

for publication.

tional work" that Schopf recommended continues: on the Antarctic

leaf,

rocks

more than 3

and

billion years old.

1996 the

In April

NASA

geologists

their collaborators submitted a pa-

per to the prestigious journal
titled

"Search for Life on Mars:

Few

A

papers in Science have drawn

such rapt attention.
1

Science,

996, a week before

leaks about

its

NASA

On

August

7,

formed observers have still not reached
agreement on the "wormlike" features
in

ALH84001. Some have questioned

the supposed biological origin of similar

microfossils in ancient terrestrial

And

almost ten years after that

ice sheet, in high-tech laboratories

Earth, and even

on Mars

on

itself.

and

life

on other

ident Clinton appeared

on the South
to announce

Lawn of the White House
eight four

oh oh one speaks

Men

of Salt: Crossing the Sahara
on the Caravan ofWltite Gold

miles. If this discovery
will surely

is

confirmed,

it

be one of the most stunning

insights into

our universe

that science

The Lyons

Press,

2006; $23.95

Kathy Sawyer,

a

am
What
nanav

I

doing? Michael Be-

asks himself rhetorically,

about halfway through

this travelogue.

"A Jewish guy

suburban

raised in

Con-

necticut chasing a camel train across the

has ever uncovered."

veteran science

not

a single

dirt,

which was so sharp

bit into the soles

of my bare feet."
to Taoudenni?

parched, dusty

Sahara

.

.

.

just to pick

up some

One

salt?"

word:

salt.

For centuries enter-

nomads have led trains of camels
to pick up eighty-pound plates of

prising

there

by Michael Benanav

to us across

those billions of years and millions of

flats;

or even thorn, grows from the

So what draws people

the remarkable discovery: "Today, rock

all

utterly lifeless desert

it

publication, with

planets about to appear in the press, Pres-

a

rock salt chiseled from an ancient seabed
by a hardy population of miners. At
Taoudenni the heat is hellish, the well
water brackish, and the housing little
more than a cluster of dirt huts made of
rubble from the mines. But Saharan salt
brings a good price back in more civilized parts, and there aren't many other
ways to earn cash in this impoverished

writer for The Washington Post, describes

what happened

at

the press con-

ference immediately following the president's

went

announcement. ALH84001
into

the conference as the

celebrity of the day, but
a

it

emerged with

reputation as controversial

as

Jackson's. Daniel Goldin, the

NASA
tically

Michael

dynamic

administrator, spoke enthusias-

of the progress of science,

fol-

lowed by a sober and detailed presentation of the evidence by McKay and his
collaborators. But when the microphone passed to an independent commentator, "designated skeptic" J.
William Schopf, the tone of optimism
changed abruptly. Schopf, a UCLA pa-

Young Tuareg men lead a

leobiologist, put his assessment bluntly.

Sahara to markets

in

train of camels,

laden with slabs of

salt,

across the

Timbuktu, Mali.
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land. Benanav, a true twenty-first-cen-

tury adventurer,
place

on the

read about the

first

Internet, then developed

an itch to see

quick glance
Now,
shows that you can
a

Taoudenni

at

Web

the

travel to

in relative comfort: there

whisk tourists
out and back in vehicles with fourwheel drive. Benanav wanted none of
that. He wanted to ride with the camels,
are outfitters willing to

nature.net

First

former
camel driver named Walid who was
willing to take a crazy American to a
place most Tuaregs viewed with fear and
disgust. Even more fortunately, Benanav
knew enough Arabic to converse a bit
Fortunately, he located

for himself.

it

burn camel dung to boil his tea, and
dine on the same sandy rice and dried
goat meat that real caravan drivers eat.

with

and he and Walid

his guide,

off right from the

start.

By

Animals

a postglacial

the end of

carbonate layer in the

570-million-year-old site in the

Hills, a

Flinders

geologic timescale was one of
great achievements of nine-

first

Ranges where some of the

animals big enough to be seen with

the unaided eye are preserved in

The

teenth-century science. Yet the oldest

detail.

named

Ecology/Biota/Ediacara.html) has

of geologic time was
the Cambrian, beginning 540 million
division

years ago. All time before the

Cam-

on Earth began more than

The

lion years ago.

3.5 bil-

earliest multicelled

animals, for instance

— enigmatic,

mostly soft-bodied creatures that lived
in the latest

—only

phase of the Precam-

Palaeos

site

good

(palaeos.com/

more

What

salt

follows

indeed

is

nights to keep the pages turning.

Laurence A. Marschall,
Supernova Story,

is

"The Measure of Deep Time,"
the Web site of NASA's Astrobiol-

at

ogy

Institute,

gives a

writer David Morrison

summary of the new

time, with an illustration

events that define

it

of
of the key
slice

(nai.arc.nasa.gov/

He

vania.

is

the

2005

winner

news_stories/news_detail.cfm?ID=291

).

600 million
early

life

years.

At the Smithsonian's

exhibit you'll find a wonderful

diorama (www.mnh.si.edu/museum/Virtual
Tour/Tour/First/Early/i ndex.html)

brings the Ediacaran back to

another online exhibit of the

"Localities")

matters, this

site, like

not yet adopted the
Instead the
sian

name

sites

strata

tion of the geologic timescale.

all

get a quick

global freeze-over.

have been

At the ICS

Web

org/down.htm), click

site

(stratigraphy,

on one

of the in-

ternational charts to get the latest official

update. Nail icons

color timechart indicate

to www.palaeos.com/Proterozoic/

Neoproterozoic/Neoproterozoic.html to

rundown on what

must

on our planet
during the Ediacaran. At the Miller
Museum of Geology in Kingston, Ontario, an online exhibit of "The Dawn
like to live

on the multi-

of

a specific layer

exhibits/dawnex.html) has

of rock somewhere in the world

it

Animal Life" (geoi.queensu.ca/museum/
Precambrian

many images

of the

latest

The

eries.

On

baseline for the Ediacaran, for instance,

seum

are the oldest animal fossils in

serves as the base

64

of
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its
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that

fossil

name

a

Rus-

derived

of the same

bryos are

Go

Ediacaran.

age.

The most remarkable Ediacaranage discovery comes from the Dou-

tail.

show

others, has

use the alternate,

—Vendian—

from Siberian

To confuse

many
name

several pages related to the construc-

marks an unprecedented flowering in the diversity of
life-forms following the end of a

on
fos-

were discovered (www.ucmp.berkeley.

ran period. Interest in Ediacaran times

that the period

earliest

(click

of where some of the

origins/faqs-youngearth.html you'll find

fossils

map

animals, along with a

80 or so million years immediately

has grown, because the

that

life.

The University of California Museum of Paleontology in Berkeley has

preceding the Cambrian: the Ediaca-

But recently the International
Commission on Stratigraphy (ICS)
came up with an official name for the

Education

the world, spongelike rings dating back

shantuo Formation

rarely left fossils.

of the

prize of the American Astronomical Society.

At www.paleoportal.org/time_space/
period. php?period_id=1 7 you can find
out whether there are Precambrian
rocks in your area. Click on the arrow
beside "Any state." At talkorigins.org/

brian

profes-

sor of physics at Gettysburg College in Pennsyl-

edu/vendian/vendian.html).

In

author of The

W.K.T. Sahm

the

sils

of links.

rousing ad-

a

enough rancid meat, dust
storms, thirsty days, and star-spangled
venture, with

information on those animals, along
a list

to

merchants on their journey.

with

unknown, simply

designated Precambrian, even though
life

it

chapter one, the two men, astride two

is

brian was a great

hit

Enorama Creek section of the Flinders
Ranges, some 250 miles due north of
Adelaide, Australia. The name for the
new period comes from the Ediacara

By Robert Anderson

The
the

a

Timbuktu

camels, have set out from

join the

in

China. Here, ancient

southern
was re-

tissue

placed by calcium phosphate, preserving the cellular structure of small

sponges and jellyfish in exquisite de-

Even microscopic eggs and emvisible. But most exciting of
is the 2004 discovery of the oldest

known "bilateran," an animal with bilateral

symmetry, whose descendants

include everything from

worms

to us.

Investigators have so far identified ten
bilaterans

—each about

period

the end of this sentence.

at

the size of the

Go

to pharyngula.org/index/weblog/com

ments/pre_cambrian_coelomate to read

more about those remarkable

fossils.

discov-

display in the physical

mu-
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But perhaps the most far-reaching and
successful solution to the most fundamental and persistent problem encountered by the space sciences detecting the bucket of light
has been

Planet

—

the charge-coupled device, or

CCD

A

is

a light

sensor

—

CCD.

made of a

tiny silicon chip, subdivided into a grid

of hundreds of thousands or even millions of extremely sensitive "picture el-

ements"

Extra Thick. Extra

New

term shortened in 1969 to
"pixel." Each pixel is like a little well,
holding a cache of electrons. Nearly
every time a photon hits a pixel, an electron gets kicked up out of the well,
where it waits to be counted. At the end
of each exposure, hardware and software associated with the CCD do just
that. Counting and remembering all
the electrons from each well yields a grid
of: numbers that captures the brightness
ot the object, region by region.
The efficiency of today's best CCDs
exceeds 90 percent: for every hundred
photons that land on the CCD, at least
ninety get recorded. By comparison,
the emulsions on the best photo-
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During the

twentieth century the

astrophysicist's

toolbox grew ex-

ponentially. Telescopes

now

and detectors

tune to every band of light across

the electromagnetic spectrum, from
radio waves through
tiple telescopes,

and, in

some

gamma rays. Mul-

arrayed across dozens

cases,

thousands of miles,

make an

are electronically linked to

in-

terferometer that mimics the resolution of a single telescope as

array

wide

as

the

itself.

Other telescopes
Earth's

orbit high above

turbulent atmosphere.

The

them

there

exorbitant cost of putting

prompted the growth of ground-

based adaptive optics: systems of sen-
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and you lay the entire gray scale between those two extremes. Suddenly
995 looks very different from 1,000.
What was previously a nearly uniform
image now has bright and dark spots
popping out everywhere. And if your
data happen to measure temperature,
and you assign colors to the gray
scale
say, blue for coldest and red for
warmest you might even end up
with an image that resembles the unprecedentedly detailed portrait of the
cosmic microwave background made

scope,

best telescopes in the world.

Another virtue of the CCD is that
is born digital, making it a
cinch to work with the data. Say your

monitor atmospheric turbulence and feed their
data to telescopes that can actively
compensate for changing conditions.
The cnspness of the resulting images
rivals that of images from spaceborne
sors that continuously

telescopes.

Sky watchers, no longer constrained
by the narrow vistas of a world without spyglasses, now delight in one
where countless outsize telescopes, on
Earth and in the heavens, leave no cosmic vista unobserved.

the picture

picture looks almost uniformly gray;

maybe

the

number of

electrons per

narrow range from 990
But maybe some important
science can be gleaned from those variations. So, for the display screen, you
assign black to 990 and white to 1 ,010,
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OUT THERE
How

did the thick disk form?

The

leading hypothesis says a small dwarf

Slammin'
the Milky

galaxy collided with the Milky Way.

As

noted

I

you can imagine

earlier,

such galaxy mergers

Way

collisions.
a

The

as

cannibalistic

gravitational effects of

merging dwarf

galaxy,

it

turns out,

can seriously disrupt the Milky Way's

dwarf galaxy had
Milky Way long ago, it
might have "splashed" up and down
disk.

The

majestic calm in the stellar disk of our galaxy

may

conceal a history of intergalactic collisions.

If a

small

fallen into the

through the thin galactic disk several
times

By Charles

Liu

New

shaped

headlines in January. At the

called the galactic bulge; the pancake,

years,

known

still

winter meeting of the American Astronomical Society,

by Mario Juric

at

a research

team

led

Princeton University

like

a

as

a plum
The plum is

pancake with

the galactic disk,

— about

is

a

mighty

100,000 lightyears across but only a hundredth that
flat

flapjack

gravitationally into

galaxy.

Galaxy Slams into
the Milky Way, blared the

stuck through the middle.

as it settled

Those disruptions might
well have given some of the stars extra
random motion and created a thicker,
our

puffier disk. Or, even after billions

some of

the dwarf's stars

not have settled into the

massive and stable Milky
In

that case,

Way

of

may
more
disk.

the thick disk could

The bulge and disk of our home galaxy, the Milky Way, are shown in this composite image,
assembled from infrared images collected with the Two Micron All Sky Survey.

announced

that they'd

galaxy, a gathering

crashing into our

home

Exciting news, yes
as

dramatic

pers.

We

as

it

found

a

dwarf

of millions of stars,
galaxy.

—but maybe not

seemed

in the

newspa-

astronomers are pretty sure

dwarf galaxies have fallen
into the Milky Way in the past 10 bilthat a lot of

lion years.

And

because the

stars are all

embedded

—

stretching

plane of stars.

can have

a noticeable

A

I

as a

studying long-lived, sunlike

stars

in

both the thin and the thick disks of the
Milky Way. Their goal is to determine

whether
in

stars in

common

the

two

disks

formed

or in disparate settings.

above and below the main

The

extra stars also orbit

belonging to the disk, they move
both faster and more randomly. Astronomers concluded that the galaxy
had both a main, thin disk as well

impact on the
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more than 2,000

they

low about an example? First, a few
of background: The Milky Way is

NAT U R

stellar

the galactic center, but unlike stars

years after the fact.
I

galaxy's

like

structure of our galaxy, even billions of

bits

and Bruce W. Carney at the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, are

was identified. A substantial
number of stars was discovered near,
but not in, the superthin galactic
light-years

so,

ago, yet another

structure

eventually fully incorporated into the

mergers than crashes. Even

Jewell College in Liberty, Missouri,

About twenty years
component of our

each other, and since the dwarfs are

more

some 150,000

and

light-years across.

disk

they're really

be made up of those "unsettled" stars.
Mary-Margaret Brewer at William

sphere, a "galactic halo"

so far apart that they don't actually hit

Milky Way,

in a sparse stellar

thick. Together, the galactic disk

bulge are

"thick" disk

—

a sparse,

structure that envelops

its

pufted-up

companion.

Stars,
eat

—

like

people, are what they

or rather

ate.

Each

star

is

born

with the same elements, in the same

were present in the vast
clouds of gas and dust out of which the
star formed. So in principle, to determine whether two stars were born in
ratios,

that

(Continued on page 74)
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the heart of Chesapeake Country on

23. JOPLIN,

Maryland's Eastern Shore.

Crossroads of America.

15. EARTHJUSTICE
Earthjustice is a nonprofit law firm
dedicated to protecting the
magnificent places, natural resources,

24.

Fun and historical family
on Route 66 and 1-44 at

attractions

the

the eastern U.S. seaboard.
7.

ATHENA PUBLICATIONS,

INC.

Athena Raneiv, journal of archaeology,
history and exploration, invites you to
send for more information on a
8.

BELIZE TOURIST

free issue.

BOARD

Catch the Adventure! From rainforest
resort to Barrier Reef. Belize is only 2
hours from the USA. Belize. Mother
Nature's best kept secret.
9.

and w ildlife of this earth by enforcing
and strengthening environmental laws.

CALVERT-INVESTMENTS THAT

nation's largest family of mutual
funds that integrate rigorous financial

analysis with a

thorough assessment of

corporate integrity including
environmental impact.

offering fishing, boating, kayaking,
small beaches, awesome sunsets,
museums, the "Arts," farmers'

markets, and great shopping.
16.

ECOTOUR EXPEDITIONS

a Walk on the Wild Side: Explore
nature with our small groups and
skilled naturalist guides in the Amazon,
Galapagos, Costa Rica, Peru, and
Brazil. Since 1989. Free Brochure.

Take

MAKE A DIFFERENCE®
The

KENT COUNTY, MARYLAND

The County of Kent is a scenic
peninsula on the Chesapeake Bay,

25. MARYLAND VACATIONS
Beaches, mountains, big cities, small
towns. Maryland has so many things
to do, so close together.
26.

17.

FREDERICK COUNTY,

MD

Maryland's Crossroads of History.
Antiques, Battlefields, Covered
Bridges, Parks, Wineries and more
close to Gettysburg

and DC.

MELANISIAN TOURIST

SERVICES
Luxury expedition cruising throughout
the Sepik River and Trobriand Islands
aboard the "MTS Discoverer."

Customized land arrangements.
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Experience transportation history
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along the
National Capital Trolley Museum. So
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28.

NEW BRUNSWICK, CANADA

From the World's Highest Tides in
the Bav of Fundy to rivers that reverse
there are no small
their flow.
.

wonders
29.

in

card. Mail card, fax

www.naturalhistorymag.com.
P.O.

circle the

If the card

is

it

Brunswick, Canada!
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36. PROMPERU
Peru has it all. Fascinating history, as die
land of die Incas, incredible nature widi
more dian 1,800 species of birds and
colorful traditional culture.

Come to Peru.

NEWFOUNDLAND &

New foundland and

Labrador.

We

our visitors the natural wonders
of whales, icebergs and seabirds
framed by our dramatic seascape and
landscape and unique culture.

38.

QUEBEC MARITIME

30.

NEW MEXICO

and cultural diversity
the same magical sunset.
art

39.

SOL INTERNATIONAL

rest

under

We

specialize in

NORTH CAROLINA OUTER

BANKS
The Outer Banks of NC

— Immerse

yourself in culture and history. Here
anytime is quality time.

32.

NOVA SCOTIA

Yes, please send

South America,

really

is

why

whole other

like a

country.

46.
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ST.

COMPANY
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Joe Company offers the
greatest choice of authentic, organic,
and original places to live, work, and
escape in Florida.
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St.

47. TILLER

TOURS

48.

personalized service.

INTERNATIONAL

INC.

LAWRENCE CRUISE LINES

TOYOTA

As Toyota continues to expand our
U.S. operations, we're working to
create even more jobs and

Canadian River Cruise Vacations.
Spend 5 or 6 nights aboard a

opportunities across the country.
Learn more about our ten

designed riverboat
cruising the calm waters of the

manufacturing plants, sales and
marketing operations, design and
R&D facilities, and how we invest
in local communities.

classically

St.

Lawrence and Ottawa

rivers.

SWAN HELLENIC CRUISES

Ocean and

&

Texas

Himalayas to the
temperate forested eastern range,
where Tibetan religion meets the
21st century.

abounds and indigenous
communities are unspoiled. Small
groups, customized itineraries,

41.

me my FREE 400

and endless coastlines.
in your FREE Texas

it all

arid western

offering exceptional nature and
cultural programs to areas where

40. ST.
31.

skies

Discover

Wondrous eco/cultural tour from

wildlife

unparalleled scenic beauty,
outdoor adventure, world- renowned

open
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Where

45. THE GREAT STATE OF TEXAS
Discover a vacation you never knew
existed. Discover mountains, prairies,

State Travel Guide. Discover

37. QUEBEC CITY
Discover the magic of North America's
most European City! Only 40 minutes
from the Old City, go birdwatching,
hiking and enjoy yourself.

Nature destination par excellence, Le
Quebec Maritime is a vast land whose
shores are washed by the Gulf St.
Lawrence and the St. Lawrence River.

LABRADOR

856-380-4101, or

missing, mail your request to:

.

New

to

corresponding

sea cruises, expedition

and

49.

TUCSON

page Nova Scotia Doer's
Dreamer's
Travel Guide
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I need to plan and book my vacation.

river cruises

with the accent on
discovery. Exotic destinations and
distinguished guest speakers.

Tucson, Real. Natural. Arizona
Discover a whole new side of
nature in our fascinating desert

33. ORIENT LINES
Explore Scandinavia and Russia.
Cruise to the Mediterranean's most
glamorous playgrounds. Enjoy luxury
at sea, aboard the elegant mid-sized

42. TALBOT COUNTY, MARYLAND
Talbot County's five beautiful rivers,

landscape. And the weather's
perfect for exploring our
spectacular scenery any time

ships sophisticated travelers prefer.

Historic Easton offer a timeless
treasury of natural beauty and history.

—

34.

all
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charming hamlets St. Michaels,
Oxford, Tilghman Island and

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND, CA

Come
cliffs

experience our unique red
and parabolic sand dunes and

hike or bike the Confederation Trail
across our Island.

43. TARA TOURS
Tara Tours specialize in travel to
Central and South America since
1980. Free brochures and quotes.

of year.
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MARYLAND
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The
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on

Barrier
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yon would have to
measure their respective elemen-

the same place,

all

do

is

tal

abundances. If they're roughly the

good bet the

With all that in mind, Brewer and
Carney selected twenty-three longfrom the thin and

stable stars

lived,

thick disks for study.

With

the four-

be overcome to carry out that simple

meter Mayall telescope at Kitt Peak
National Observatory in Arizona and
the 2.7-meter Harlan J. Smith telescope at McDonald Observatory in

the matter in the

Texas, they spread the visible portion

same,
lings

a

it's

from the same

Two

stars are sib-

cluster or galaxy

big hurdles, however, have to

test. First,

universe

is

almost

all

made up of just two

ele-

from each of the

of the light

target

The

(Continued from page 12)

views

who

probably anathema to those

is

regard the Bible

offering

as

opponents, "teach the controversy"

becomes

The

verbal ju-jitsu.

cal cleverness

the almost irresistible appeal
to the liberal

weight) and helium (about 25 per-

spectra, in turn, yielded the signatures

slogan and avoid the trap.

con-

of twenty-four elements for analysis,
including a number of trace elements.

out

is

has

its

cent).

All the other elements

tribute negligibly to the overall ele-

mental distribution.

Worse, the

relative

what goes on

abundances of
inside the stars

themselves. Nucleosynthesis

—
—

includ-

ing the energy-producing fusion reactions

that

make

stars

Brewer

shine

turns

and Carney's painstaking
that thin-disk and

work shows

many elemental
common. At the

thick-disk stars have

abundance patterns in
same time, though, the two kinds of
stars differ in several critical

The

ways.

lighter elements into heavier ones. Fur-

differences imply that the oldest thick-

thermore, most of the heavy elements

disk

undergo radioactive decay, gradually
reducing the abundance ot some elements while increasing that of others.

pendently, but that younger

formed indestars from
may have formed in roughly

and thin-disk

both

disks

stars

the same interstellar conditions.
If

Brewer and Carney

are correct, a

fascinating, unifying picture
tic-disk evolution

—

emerges

of galaca scenario

dwarf galaxies continue to
plunk into the Milky Way, may repeat
itself in the eons to come. Billions of
that,

as

years ago, a small galaxy began failing

into the

Milky Way. As the union pro-

ceeded, the gas ot the small galaxy

mixed with the

the

gas already in

Milky Way's thin disk, and new generations of stars formed out of that fresh
mixture. It may take a few billion
more years for the thick-disk, immi-
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quite possible to resist the

it is

The way

to note that scientific activity

own

rules

of engagement. Yes,
any other
can be afflicted with

Premiere

human

activity,

authoritarianism, ego, political

vested interests, and the

doing science presupposes

community whose

strife,

But

like.

at least a

participants can

matof their inquiry, what constitutes
relevant evidence, what counts as a
valid argument or a convincing refutation. Those shared commitments
require time, maturity, and a certain
sophistication to develop
hence my
insistence on some form of a scientific "union card."
agree, roughly, about the subject
ter

—

As

for

what goes on

in the science

classroom, Peter Starr's proposals
sensible to

me. But

it

also

seem

seems to

me

both dangerous and discriminatory
not to give all students enough exposure to science, say, to enable them to
respond as thoughtful citizens to the
ethical and social issues posed by scientific and technical advances. If you
grant this, then there is little enough
time, at the pre-university level, to

stars to settle

completely into the

teach a smattering of well-established

staid,

swirling thin-disk environment.

science, without wasting effort on

meantime, though, their prog-

eny stars have already begun the process of assimilation. They have taken on
some of the chemical characteristics of

new

their

surroundings, yet they

still

long-discredited views. Shall

we

teach

Aristotle in physics class, Ptolemy's
universe in astronomy, phlogiston the-

ory

in

chemistry? So

it is

with cre-

ationism in biology.

carry the elemental roots and dynamic

motions of their extragalactic origins

boundary between

straddling the

disks

thick and thin.

Natural History welcomes correspondence from readers. Letters should be sent
via e-mail to

com
Charlbs Liu

U.S.

is

grant

In the

.

trap

makes

of course, science, like

the elements change with time, be-

cause of

it

mind.

stars

But

diaboli-

of the creationist

ments, hydrogen (about 75 percent by

into highly resolved spectra.

a lit-

account of the origins of life.
Yet, turned against their Darwinian
eral
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I
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THE SKY
Mercury

IN

low

lies

sky during the

MARCH
western sunset
of

in the
first

By Joe Rao

several days

March, shining at magnitude 0.8. On
the evening of the 1st the planet sets
nearly due west about eighty minutes
after sunset.

It is

situated slightly

more

than ten degrees below and to the
right of a

young crescent Moon;

a

clenched fist, held at arm's length,
measures roughly ten degrees, and so
Mercury should be slightly more than
one fist below and to the right of the

The

scope
es

its

is

early

A penumbral lunareclipse takes place on

reach-

it

the 14th: the

in an excellent position for

Earth's shadow, causing a faint partial

early

evening observing; it crosses the
meridian at about 9:45 P.M. on the 1st

shadow to fall on the Moon's surface.
The penumbra is usually hard to see,

and two hours earlier by the end of the
month. On the evening of the 10th
the waxing gibbous Moon is situated
to the east of Saturn. The zero-mag-

but during

Saturn

is

nitude planet
aries

of the

—

planet passes inferior

the crab

Kenneth

entire

who

HayYork City,
an "empty space" in

years was chief astronomer at the

den Planetarium
referred to

it

as

in

is

the brilliant

Maximum

limb.

eclipse

penumbra's

hue should be evident for as
minutes before and after.
Although observers in Africa and Europe will have the best views, anyone
in the eastern third of North America
and nearly all of South America should

many

for

will cover the

grayish

Cancer,

pattern so dull that

a star

L. Franklin,

it

noticeably tarnishing the

takes place at 6:47 P.M.; the

within the bound-

lies

faint constellation

event

this

Moon,

Moon's lower

New

long

as forty

also

be able to spot evidence of the

penumbral shadow shortly

reemerges low in the eastern
dawn.
Venus

Moon passes through

full

the penumbra, or outer portion, of the

conjunction (between the Earth and
Sun) on the 12th and spends most of
March in the glare of the Sun. Late in
the month, however, it slowly

crescent.

morning, when

highest altitude.

morning

the

Moon

On

March 29

a total eclipse of

"star" that rises in the east-south-

the Sun passes across Africa

month.
The glimmering of Venus is a
harbinger of daybreak, which arrives less than an hour after the

Western

east at

planet

about 4 A.M.

rises.

Venus dims
tle altitude.

and

and the dark umbral shadow of
the

reaches greatest

1

as

an

.

.

.

0

CJLR.

appearance

.

i

,

500

a fat

,

,

1000

.

i

1

landfall again in

Africa

[see

ing

is

inclined about nineteen degrees to

our

line

over Ghana, Togo, Benin, Nigecentral Niger, northern

10th,

The Moon

reaches

first

the 14th at 6:35 P.M.

at

quarter on the

3:15 p.m. and waxes to

magnitude 0.9,
is the brightest star in Taurus. That
night, the brightness and orange hue
of the planet and the star are about the
same. By month's end, Mars lies between the horns of Taurus and fades to
magnitude 1 .2.
at

It

full

wanes to

on
last

quarter on the 22nd at 2:1
P.M. and
becomes new on the 29th at 5: 5 A.M.
Early risers on the 22nd might note
how low the Moon appears in the sky
1

1

as

it

crosses the meridian,

its

highest al-

tral

leaving the Earth

Mongolia.

Middle

East,

The

sion of the lunar nodes (the orbital

commences

up

in the southeast.

The

best

a tele-

of Africa (except

the southernmost part), Europe, the

1st

well

sunset in

at local

visible across the rest

in

is

the

A partial solar eclipse will be

rence related to the so-called regres-

time for observingjupiter with

Libya. After

Turkey, the northwest corner of

scales, rises at

et

Chad and

Georgia, and across Kazakhstan before

P.M.

or two after rising, the plan-

nearly four

track of the eclipse sweeps through cen-

altitude is the result of its extreme southern declination, an occur-

about 11:15 KM. on the
and two hours earlier by the 31st.

longest

is

and Western

Asia.

titude of the night, just before 6 A.M.

The low
Jupiter, in the constellation Libra, the

and eastern

central

—
minutes and seven seconds— along
Libya. Totality

passing over the Mediterranean, the

crescent

on the

continu-

at left],

northeasterly trajectory

its

border between

of sight.

6th

An hour

map

It

western

1500

ria,

the sky. Saturn's beautiful ring system

the planet passes seven degrees north

of Aldebaran, which,

sweeping

makes

Chad, and

on the evening of the 5th you'll see
Mars dropping in the west-northwest
Drifting eastward

1

,

Path of totality for total solar eclipse on March 29

the constellation Taurus, the bull. Late

Moon.

,

KfcMtai

extra, first-magnitude "star" in

sky side by side with

then spends the next

northeast over the Atlantic.

loses a lit-

western elongation (46.5 degrees

its

Moon

thirty-six minutes

from the Sun) on the 25th.
Mars makes

and

Asia. Totality begins at

sunrise over easternmost Brazil,

During March,

a bit
It

all

after

rises.

plane of the

Moon

wobbles

like a

vernal equinox takes place

on the 20th. Spring cc
the Northern Hemisp
i

in the

rn.

ui

top

with respect to the plane of the Earth's

Unless othenirise

solar orbit), a cycle that lasts

in eastern

1

'

ices

lutumn

8.6 years.

<tcd,

all

times are given

standard time.
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At the

Museum

American Museum

2006
Universe:

One

s

www.amnh.org

Asimov Memorial Debate

Isaac
or

„

Natural History

Many?

Wednesday, March 29

Lisa Randall,

7:30 p.m.
LeFrak Theater

Unravelling the Mysteries of the Universe's Hidden Dimensions

Harvard University, author of Warped Passages:

Virginia Trimble, University of California, Irvine

$14 ($12 Members, students, senior citizens)

The
Join a panel of cosmologists to debate the possibility that our

universe

is

just

one of many universes

that

make up

"multiverse." This idea presupposes dimensions

the

beyond our

can

ial

cosmological theories. The presence or absence of data in sup-

ers

theme

for the evening.

Museum

Planetarium

everyday experience and draws from the leading edge of our

port of these concepts forms a central

late Dr. Isaac

Asimov, one of the most

prolific

and

influential

authors of our time, was a dear friend and supporter of the Ameri-

of Natural History. In his memory, the Hayden
is

honored

to host the

annual Isaac Asimov Memor-

—generously endowed by
work — bringing
of Isaac Asimov and
Debate

and admir-

relatives, friends,

his

the world to the

Museum

each year

to

minds

the finest

in

debate pressing questions on

the frontier of scientific discovery. Proceeds from ticket sales of the

Isaac

Panelists:

Michio Kaku, City College,

CUNY,

author of Parallel Worlds

Asimov Memorial Debates

tional

benefit the scientific

and educa-

programs of the Hayden Planetarium.

Lawrence Krauss, Case Western Reserve University,
author of Hiding in the Mirror: The Mysterious Allure of
Extra Dimensions
Andrei Linde, Stanford University, theoretical cosmologist and

one of the

To

learn

more about

this topic in

advance of the debate,

read "The Self-Reproducing Inflationary Universe,"

avail-

able at http://www.stanford.edu/%7Ealinde/1032226.pdf.

original architects of the multiverse concept

Host an event

at the

American

Museum

of Natural History.
Dance on the ocean floor under
a 94-foot blue whale, dine with
the world's tallest freestanding
dinosaur, or drink a toast amid

the stars and planets.
at the

American

Natural History

An event

Museum
is

of

a one-of-a-

kind experience every single

—your guests can venture

time

to the

edge of the known

uni-

verse, probe the mysteries of

the ocean's depths, or trek into
the exotic heart of the rain
forest.

From

cocktail receptions

to film premieres, product

launches to gala dinners, the

Museum

offers the perfect

backdrop

for a distinctive occa-

sion. Call Event

and Conference

Services at 212-769-5350 or

visit

www.amnh.org/hostanevent.

PEOPLE

COSMIC COLLISIONS

ATTHEAMNH
New

Space Show

at the

Hayden Planetarium Opens March

18

Joanna Dales
Associate
Event and Conference Services

Ml
1

'

I

Cosmic

Collisions

was created by the American Museum of Natural History with the major support and partnership

of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration's Science Mission Directorate, Heliophysics Division.

Cosmic

Collisions

was developed

in

collaboration with the Denver

Tokyo, )apan; and the Shanghai Science and Technology

Cosmic
r

hen Joanna Dales was

visited

steps outside, one of her friends pre-

them

dicted that one day, one of

by the

live right

Museum.

street, but

same

made

GOTO,

Inc..

possible through the generous support of CIT

New Space Events
www.amnh.org/space-events

amnh.org Launches

the

Page

space-events, is where you'll find
most up-to-date information on

space-related events taking place each

month

steps to work every day.

Web

Anew Web page, www.amnh.org/

Years

Joanna not only lives across the
she walks up those very

later,

is

of Nature and Science;

senior

a

and her friends
the Museum. Standing on the
college, she

in

would

Collisions

Museum

Museum.

at

American

the

Museum of

Natural History. Visit often to learn

As an Associate

Events and Con-

in

ference Services, Joanna coordinates

Museum

special events for the

as well

as outside clients. She deals with

prospective clients, and admits that
the
is

most enjoyable

part of the process

introducing people to the

Joanna
obtaining

on her

is

a

degree

Museum.

about the Museum's plans

to

watch the

Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter enter
orbit around the Red Planet; discover
what's happening to observe Sun-Earth
Day on Wednesday, March 29; and find
out about other late-breaking news, pro-

Total solar eclipse

grams, and events in space science.

third career. After

English, she

in

spent several years as

a

high-school

English teacher before pursuing a ca-

She spent over 26

reer in marketing.

years at Better

Homes and Gardens

magazine, most of the time as Director of Marketing for Advertising.

then

briefly ran her

own

She

event-plan-

ning company before joining the Museum six years ago. "The work do
I

here really combines

When

she

joys reading

is

all

my

passions."

not working, Joanna en-

and loves

to

cook and give

dinner parties, the mark of

event

a true

planner. "The greatest satisfaction of

the job
'It

went

comes

in

exactly as

hearing a client
I

had hoped

say,

for

and

more.' That sense of accomplishment
is

what you go

to

work

for."

The

ONTENTSOF

Soh Daiko,

New York— based

Japanese taiko drum troupe, will welcome spring with a
Weekends Spring Festival. On Saturday, March 19, a
day of workshops, demonstrations, performances, and more will ring in the spring equinox
and International Earth Day while educating kids and families about the science and culture
of this season of renewal.
a

celebratory performance at the Global

THESl PACISARi PROVIDI

I

Museum

Events

American Museum

S

www.amnh.org

Natural History

EXHIBITIONS

Fish on Friday

Darwin Extended!
Through

Thursday, 3/9, 7:00 p.m.
Brian Fagan connects Catholic

August 20, 2006

tradition

Featuring

the

live ani-

New

and the discovery of
World.

mals, actual fossil

specimens collected

Adventures in the Global

by Charles Darwin,

Kitchen: Evolution of Taste

and manuscripts,

Thursday, 3/9, 7:00 p.m.
Explore the evolution of taste

this

magnificent exhibition
offers visitors a

com-

and smell with

a panel

of

prehensive, engaging

scholars and writers; a tasting

exploration of the

follows.

life

and times of Darwin,

whose

bio-

Galapagos land iguana

logical science.
The American Museum of Natural
History gratefully acknowledges

Howard Phipps Foundation

environment, and
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